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THERE'S NO PLACE 
' LIKE HOM  L: 
The Terrace Peaks held a long- 
awaited celebration Saturday with the 
official opening of their new gymnasium 
in Thornhiil. For the story, see page 4. 
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Serving the communities of Terrace, Thornhlll, Usk, Cedarvale, Kitwanga, Mezladin, Stewart and the Nass Valley 75 cents plus GST 
Council commits caslt to recycling 
Society 
to become 
BAZAAR OUTLOOK. The Christmas spirit was evident 
everywhere, particularly in the children s faces, at last 
Saturday's Veritas School Bazaar with Christmas 
4Fe~ana ln t lnn  #t ie  thc l  t tg l l lng l~c l r~ I - I t~.¢ I t lar l  hv  t~hl::l R t l ld l : ig t l~  
open to 
public 
by Ted Strachan 
teachers and parents, there was something for everyone 
- -  a cake walk, crafts tables, bak~g., a tea, raffles, and 
games. Proceeds from the bazaar w, II go towards books 
nnr l  am,  dnm~nt  fa r  thA  .~o .hnn l  
RCMP attempting to identify 
skeleton found on mountain 
Terrace RCMP announced Monday they are in the process 
of trying to identify the skeletal remains of  a male caucasian 
found on Terrace Mountain by a mushroom picker on Sept, 
28. They add that foul play is not suspected as the cause of 
death. 
Terrace coroner J im Lynch says the discovery was made by 
an Alberta resident near the Terrace Mountain hlldag trail 
about one Idiometre northeast or Terracevlew Lodge. The 
remains were first thought to be those of a Terraceview 
resident, he rays. 
• One disappeared without a trace 18 years ago, and another 
10 years ago. 
This was ruled out by the Vancouver coroner's department, 
though. Lynch says the remains are that or a younger person 
and Terrace RCMP will be releasing the name as soon as 
positive identification has been made. 
Terrace city council met for 
their inaugural meeting Monday 
night, and the main item on the 
agenda was a review of recent 
rent negotiations between the 
city and Progressive Ventures. 
The result was a council resol- 
ution to pay a portion of the 
back rent owed by the Skccna 
Valley Recycling Society, and to 
pay all of the society's rent for 
1992 at slightly reduced rote. 
The total cost to the city will be 
$28,600. 
But there arc some terms and 
conditions. 
City administrator Bob Hallsor 
says council's decision is based 
primarily on the fact the Skeena 
Valley Recycling Society has 
voted to amend their bylaws. 
Previously, th© soctety was 
limttcd to a minimum of tMcc 
and a maximum of five dircc- 
tom., and the membemhip was, ~'-~ 
closed to everyone but the direc- 
tors. 
With the amendment, now on 
its way to Victoria, the board of 
directors can range from five to 
15 people and  membership is 
open to as many people as want 
to join. The membership will 
nominate potential directors, and 
a new board of directors will be 
elected by the membership at 
each annual general meeting. 
Society spokesman Scott Schoo. 
net says a membe~hip fee 
hasn't officially been set, but it 
will likely cost about $10 per 
year. Schooner says  the 
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| Watch this issue, and every issue of the Terrace Rewew until Christmas forthls Shoppers' I i! 
| Guide on page 2 and corresponding Christmas messages from local I~Jsinesses, throughout I 
The per fect  gift for out -o f - town 
fr iends and re lat ives. . . .  
...is a subscription to the 
Terrace Rev iew!  
Every week your friend or relative 
will receive a copy the Terrace Review 
the perfect way to stay in touch with 
community events and local news. 
ONLY until Dec. 31, Gift subscriptions 
are:  Canadian - $39 + GST, 
International - $100 + GST. 
Cal lus today at 635-7840 and use your 
Visa or Mastercard or drop in to our 
office at 4535 Greig Ave. in Terrace. 
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Terrace Review HOLIDAY DEADL INES 
Due to mail delivery schedules during the coming holiday season, 
the Terrace Review will be distributed December 23 and January 2. 
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINES 
The deadline for the December 23 issue is Thursday, December 16. 
The deadline for the January 2 issue is Monday, December 30. 
From the management and staff of the Terrace Review, 
HAPPY HOL IDAYS ! 
What does it take to get a 
new business off the ground and 
off to a successful start? 
Bob Bee, manager of the 
new Skeena Cold Beer and Wine 
Store, believes advertising in the 
Terrace Review played a critical 
role after the store achieved a big 
market share in its opening weeks. 
• Bob used a mix of radio 
promotions and advertising in the 
Terrace Review, and had his staff 
ask customers what brought them 
in. The response has convinced 
Bob that advertising in the Review 
was a good investment. 
/ ' t  
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Co nservatio n 0fficer s to get new weapo n 
Peter Kalina: Minute samples 
can bring down poachers. 
TERRACE --- A new technique 
for matching the remains of 
poached animals left in the bush 
with meat or trophies in the 
possession of poachers may soon 
be in use in the Northwest. 
Terrace conservation officer 
Peter Kalina said last week that 
a company in Richmond has 
developed the technology for 
analyzing the DNA-  a compo- 
nent of the cell nucleus - -  from 
killed animals and using it as 
evidence in court against sus- 
pected poachers. 
The technique was developed 
in Alberta and has proven effec- 
tive in trials in Jasper National 
Park. 
"I expect it to become com- 
monplace in the near future," 
Kaiina said. "It will revolution- 
ize our forensic capability. It's 
like fingerpdnts." 
Kalina explained that poachers, 
even after arrest, are often diffi- 
cult to convict because conserva- 






conclusive evidence linking 
meat, trophies or animal parts in 
the accused poachers possession 
to animal remains found in the 
field. The enforcement agencies 
have to call on an entire battery 
of expert resources, which might 
include veterinarians, electro- 
foresis technology, and even 
archaeologists. 
Now Helix Biotechnology of 
Richmond can analyze minute 
samples from the remains of 
individual animals and state 
conclusively whether the 
samples from meat, trophies or 
animal parts in the possession of 
a poacher came from the same 
animal. 
Each analysis costs :$500, 
Kalina said. "We can easily 
justify that. 
"As field officers, we're pretty 
excited about his." 
Moose populations in the 
Skeena region are taking heavy 
poaching casualties. Kalina said 
his office knows of 18 moose 
that have been illegally killed 
since the start of hunting season 
Oct. 18, a significantly heavier 
rate of predation than last year, 
when six poachings had been 
reported for the same period. 
The poaching doesn't appear to 
be linked to any specific area in 
the region. "It's pretty wide- 
spread," Kalina said. "We've had 
poaching kills in every river 
drainage." 
Kalina said the rate is alarming 
because the critical months of 
January and February, the time 
when he would expect he most 
poaching, are yet to come. 
The DNA tracing technique, he 
said, should be available to 
conservation officers here as 
soon as Helix completes its work 
on a data bank for the Skeena 
region. 
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WORK FOR PLAY, under the guidance of teacher Joe Murphy, six Grade 12 Caledonia 
Senior Secondary construction students spent Nov. 22 setting up this playhouse in the 
Northwest Community College Early Childhood Development preschool daycare playground. 
Other items on the Caledonia construction agenda this year are the second of four Howe 
Creek bridges and a heritage-style roof for the North Sparks bus shelter. 
Council urged to 
view all sides of 
fish fee debate 
G'r' nch 
GET A TOLSEC ALAR 
Protect your lamily and home al Christmas and 
throughout the year, with a professionaly 
installed residential alarm system from 
TOLSEC System Features: Backlight key pad, 
6 user codes, emergency response keys, and 
tailored programming to meet the needs of your 
home. 
 699 °°  STALLED 
A fully momtored alarr) 
effective deterrent a{ 
vandahsm In fact most 
will reduce your homeo~ 
wmt for a grinch to steal 
your home the protection 
Think before you lobby. This 
is the message for Terrace city 
council from Jim Culp of the 
Skeena Watershed Sport Fisher- 
men's Coalition and Don Gillan- 
ders of the Sport Fish Advisory 
Board. 
From an economic point of 
view, council has been told by 
the local business community 
that the river classification sys- 
tem and $10 non-resident ang- 
ling fees are keeping tourists 
away. "There arc some things 
wrong with it," admits Culp. 
"But on the other hand, this 
policy was put into place to 
protect the interests of British 
Columbian anglers as a whole 
and I think that you should 
really consider that very serious- 
ly." 
According to Culp, the river 
Terrace 
3238 Kalum St. 
638-0241 F.x 63~ o6o3 
productive rivers in the region, 
and it's working, There is more 
room on the river bank for resi. 
dent anglers, and the serious 
non-resident fisherman is paying 
a fair price for the best steelhead 
fishing in the world. 
"Of all the clients that I've 
had," says Culp, "I've not had 
one single client who's com- 
plained about the class one and 
two licence fees. As a matter of 
fact, they all say the same thing. 
It's a bargain. You're selling it 
short." 
Prince Rupert 
230-3rd. Ave. W 
627-1111 Fax 627 its4 
Oillanders agrees, adding that 
river conditions, not the cost of 
a licence, is the real source of 
business complaints. "In 1990, 
the year that it came in, it was 
some of the worst water condi- 
tions that we had seen in many 
classification system, which years here," says Gillanders, 
went into effect on April 1, And 1991 "just happens to tie in 
1990, is intended in part to with an extremely poor brood 
control the increasing number of year of 1986" (for returning 
anglers on some popular and steelhead), he adds. 
IIII II 
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A big boost for the Peaks Gymnastics gymnasium project 
came from Pacific Northern Gas last week when PNG area 
manager Ron Vanderlee presented a cheque for $1,000 to 
Peaks vice-president Peggy Julseth. 
Peaks './new gym a landmark, 
but not the end of the roa 
It came in ahead of time and ceremonies of a new gymnasium said past president Diane Chalu- 
under budget, and the general attached to the Thomhill Com- piak, the project could not have 
contractor was a volunteer. More 
than half of the $240,000 cost 
was raised locally. And it's only 
Phase I. 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastic 
Club has been looking for a 
place to call their own almost 
from the time the club was 
founded in 1969, but the serious 
investigative work began three 
and half years ago. Since then 
the Peaks ' have sold bricks; 
lobbied governments for grants 
and land and put in hundreds of 
hours of detail work to get 
where they found themselves last 
Saturday m at the grand opening 
munity Centre. 
Named the Fairless Memorial 
Gymnasium, the structure com- 
memorates the efforts of Ed 
Fairless, whom club member 
Joan Brady described as "a truly 
good man, flexible and hard 
working, who always endured 
the rigorous things the club had 
to go through to evolve." Fair- 
less died of cancer three years 
ago. 
Tribute was also given to Erika 
and Joe Neves, without whom, 
been completed. 
The afternoon wound up with a 
display by club gymnasts. The 
facility is said to be one of the 
best in northern B.C., and the 
Peaks are looking forward to 
organizing a number of meets 
here in the coming year. 
The club executive is already 
planning for Phase II, installa- 
tion of change rooms and 
offices, and Phase II1, an expan- 
sion of the gymnasium. 
Leanne Bolevert was one of the Flipathon top fund raisers 
honoured at the grand opening of the Peaks Gymnastic Club's 
new facility Saturday. Her prize was a stuffed animal larger 
than she is. 
Erika and Joe Neve= got special recognition from the Terrace Peaks Saturday for their 
efforts in bringing the club's new gymnasium in Thornhill to reality. 
~_.,-~...,~========mmmmmmrararararara~! II II 
at SCOTIA CASHSTOP 
DO Y UR BAN NYTIME I~[ RE=SNF~ES,ROM~RRACE 
AUTOMATED BANKING MACHINES 
7 
A new location at: 
4602 Lakelse Avenue 
to  V ICTORIA  ...................... 
Terrace, B.C. 
A0tomated Banking Machines available to 
serve your banking needs: 
• Cash withdrawals • Visa payment/cash 
$200 
$218 
to SASKATOON ................ $458 
to WINNIPEG ..................... $506 
to TORONTO ..................... $519 
to MOr,rrREAL .............,.....$569 
to HAL IFAX ......................... $902  
I plus TAX & GST 
I TRAVEL BETWEEN 
• Deposits advances j~ARY ~3-MAXC- 28,~992 BOOK BEFORE DECEMBER IS, 1991 
• Transfers • Balance inquiry can  Ter race  Trave l  
Cashstop ABMs are members of the Interact, Visa and Plus Systems with over 106 ,000  635-2281 ,,,, ~a.,,..ve~=. 
countries, r ABMs in canada and 40 
l i e  I I 
C O t l a O Q R K  - 
THE BANK OF  NOVA SCOTIA  - 
____ .  I INDEPENDENT TRAVEL PROFESS IONALS 
i!! 
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Regional ,district ponders role in Kitlope.,planning 
Kitlmat.Stikine Regional Dis- tflct director. LesWatmough said 
last month that the Kitlope 
watershed, should be logged in a 
way that will set an example .for 
good management practices for 
decades to come. In response to 
that comment, the board has 
received a letter from Ministry 
of Forests Skeena regional man- 
ager Larry Pedersen suggesting 
that is exactly what might hap- 
pen.., if the government decides 
to allow logging in the valley. 
The Kitlope, south of Kitimat 
on the Douglas Channel, has 
come to international promi- 
nence recently after being ident- 
ified by EcoTrust as the last 
unlogged temperate rain forest 
watershed on the west coast of 
North America.. 
The ministry, in  fact, "com- 
mends" West Fraser Timber, 
who holds the cutting fights to 
the Kitlope through their Tree 
Farm Liconce #41, for their 
studies in the Kitlope watershed 
to date. At the head of the list fiver log handling. There has 
are geomorphology (the study of been a hydroacoustic survey of 
the earth's surface as it relates the lower Kltlope in relation to 
the geology below) and log dumping, storage and tow- 
hydrology (an examination of ing. An assessment has been 
water movement on and below 
the surface of the earth) for both 
the Kitl0pe and Tsaytis rivers. 
There are studies on the ero- 
Sion potential of the Kitlope 
River flood plain. There has 
been an investigation into the 
utilization of the lower Kitlope 
by eulachon in relation to in- 
done of environmental issues 
pertinent to a "total chance" 
development plan. And there has 
been some bear habitat unit 
mapping and an assessment of 
the effects the proposed harvest- 
ing plan may have on bear habi- 
tat. 
The suggestion of in-river log 
the regional board: has been 
trying to help. The Kitlope, after 
all, is in the regional board's 
back yard, so to speak. But 
trying to forward copies of let- 
ters to the Kitamaat Band leaves 
the board in a bit of a public 
relations dilemma. Is it right to 
forward someone ise's mail7 
The following discussion took 
place at the board's monthly 
meeting in November: 
Brady: "I have a problem 
sending out  copies Of other 
handling, log dumping, storage people's mail." 
Loading zone  ° changes  draw andtowing'eaughi Watmough's Jack Talstra: "They ~n come 
attention because it would mean here and look at it anytime." complaints f m merchants  dnvmgl°gsd°wntheriverand Brady: "I agree. But we storing logs at the mouth of the should write the ministry and 
Kitlope. ask them to send copies to the 
Terrace city council's Planning 
and Public Works Committee 
will take a look, but there's no 
promise anything will be done. 
In the not-too-distant past, 
Shopper's Drug Mart had a 
loading zone at their back door, 
which happens to face onto 
Emerson St. But a while ago the 
city changed the west side of 
Emerson between Lakelse and 
Since that time, Shopper's 
pharmacist-owner DominicKelly 
tells city council in a letter, 
"...several of our suppliers have 
had their drivers ticketed, and 
now refuse to deliver goods to 
us at that point on the street." 
Kelly points out that this has 
been disruptive to his business 
and others in the Terrace Shop- 
ping Centre because commercial 
"The bus stop that operates 
near our receiving door is the 
obvious reason the 'No Parking' 
zone was established," writes 
Kelly. "However, it seems from 
a rough estimation of the space 
between the Mall parking lot 
entrance and the corner of Greig 
and Emerson there is ample 
room for both our loading zone 
and the city's bus stop." 
"They say they have planned 
for some time to dump logs, and 
that's not my concept of a better 
plan," says Watmough. "This is 
totally unacceptable." Kitimat 
director Ray Brady points out 
that this is a contentious i sue in 
many circles, but the forest 
company has suggested they 
need to use the river because 
they can't build a road. 
band council. I think it's com- 
mon courtesy." 
Watmongh: "We could write 
the band council ourselves and 
tell them what was in the letter." 
Talstra: "We could write the 
ministry and confirm receipt of 
their letter and send the band 
council a copy." 
Pete Weeber: "Maybe we 
• could send them an anonymous 
Orelg to a "No Parking" zone, trucks park near the parking lot But as the Kitlope debate wan- copy of the letter." 
towards its conclusion, I Brady: "I would like to make with the exception of a bus stop, entrance to the store and impede Council may respond to ders 
and for Shopper's that meant no customer .traffic as they carry Kelly's plea at their Dec. 9 there is a more difficult problem a motion that we write the Min- 
loading zone. merchandtse rote the store, meeting, for the regional board to deal istry of Forests and request them 
• ~ with. The Kitamast Band Coun- to send a copy to the Kitamaat 
• . -"1~ f~ cil has been trying to get their Band Council." 
C .~ : • 0 , name added to the Kitlope mail- Talstrm "Should we copy that 
~') " ,  .f~L . ~ • -  i . iag list for more than a year and request o the.band council?" 
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MOUNTAIN 
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J~~ ConUol youmelf ~s win~ wi~ Subam All W~el ~ advan~d road handling Im'mology. I Conltol pocneW in the Legacy, Ihe Loyale wagon, orthe Specia 
Edition Justy wllh added opliom. Only 250 Special Edilion ~ys  am 
avaibble. 
Play itsde ina 1992 Subaru with All Wheel Dd~. See us now. And control 
~melf Ibis winler. 
Our  Sales and Service Departments are 
open Saturdays for your convenience. 
Thornhill Subaru 
3026 Hwy 16 E. 
Terrace 635-7286Fax:635-3075 
le largest importdealer in the Northwest! D1,#7041 
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Sorting 
for dollars 
aving made its move, Terrace city council has 
H now bought into local recycling, and it will have 
to live with that move to the tune of $21,000 in i 
tax money for the next year. What sort of interpre- 
tation can we place on that support? 
The city has not indicated that it will become actively 
involved in recycling municipal garbage through any sort 
of a trash separation program; that kind of thing isn't done 
even at city hall. They have, for the time being, preserved 
the Skeena Valley Recycling Society. By doing so council 
has also pulled the society's closed board of directors out 
of hot water with their landlord by forking over several 
months arrears in rent. What can the public expect for this 
investment? 
Well, we don't know. There's no program to support he 
society other than hopes for voluntary contributions of 
resaleable trash, the established market for buying some of 
the commoner forms of cast-off materials like glass and 
metal appears to have stalled indefinitely, and in short 
there is nothing that can be seen at this point to prevent 
Dave McKeown's building on Highway 16 from becoming 
a landfill with a concrete floor .even if public and commer- 
cial cooperation does materialize. 
The only visible impact of council's generosity, and it 
could be an important one, is breaking open the society's 
previously closed membership as a condition of support. 
Those who want a feeling of ownership and contribution to 
the society can now get involved. That's a considerable 
improvement over the society's existing structure, which 
limits membership to five principles. The founders are 
certainly to be commended for their zeal in attempting to 
start the recycling movement, but their current state of 
affairs shows a minimum of foresight. 
Society representatives will be speaking to the regional 
district board of directors this weekend. That brings up the 
question of the city's plans for coordinating its recent move 
with the intentions of the regional board, which will be 
receiving nearly all the provincial government money for 
solid waste disposal planning and implementation. One 
regional board director has said he would like to see the 
society's plan for sales and marketing, something that city 
council might have asked for Monday night. 
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VICTORIA --. It occurs to me 
that an "economic summit", 
which Premier Mike Harcourt 
appears determined tohold early 
in the new year, may turn out to be 
much more than just an empty 
political gesture. 
After watching the power 
lunch that Harcourt had in Hong 
Kong on Nov. 21, with 18 of the 
region's top financiers and busi- 
nessmen (yes, they all were men), 
one tries to imagine just what a 
similar encounter here at home 
night do. 
If the Premier and key mem- 
bers of his Cabinet sat down in an 
informal, behind-closed-doors 
bitch session with captains of B.C. 
industry and commerce, it might 
be a healthy thing for the 
province. 
After all. the two sides are 
most wary of one another, espe- 
cially in these arly days of a new 
administration; and if that distrust 
and uncertainty is allowed to fes- 
ter, neither the NDP nor the busi- 
ness community will benefit. 
However, if they meet face to 
face, air their differences, and 
determine a course of action 
which all can live with, B.C. just 
might start o get away from the 
disruptive, confrontational style of 
business versus labour versus poll. 
• tics for which it has become noto- 
rious. 
All reports are that Mr. Har- 
court conducted himself well in 
the various meetings in the Asia 
Pacific. He said and did the right 
things, he wore the right suits, and 
he was straightforward about 
where he intended to take his gov- 
ernment and the province. 
He left the Japanese and Hong 
The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Pifer 
mmm=mmmmmm,m,  
How Mike Harcourt is walking 
the centre line of a road teeming 
with political hazards. 
Kong power brokers with some of 
their concerns eased, and with 
them expressing satisfaction at 
how Mr. Harcourt had treated his 
visit and their meeting with such • 
urgency. 
Perhaps it is time he discussed 
those same plans and policies with 
the B.C. business leaders who will 
have to be revolved at some stage 
anyway, if the province is to con- 
tinue to prosper. 
And I suggest that it is just as 
urgent, as the discussions in Asia, 
if not more so. Let's hope it hap- 
pens. 
Call me crazy, but I cannot get 
too worked up about what some 
maintain is a contradiction from 
Mr. Harcourt regarding new 
labour legislation. 
Yea, he said during his Asia 
Pacific trip that because of the 
consultative process he wants to 
follow, it could be late next year 
before a new Labour Code is 
introduced. 
And yes, a few days ago he 
told the annual convention of the 
B.C. Federation of Labour that 
things could be speeded up in time 
to allow legislation to be ready 
next spring. 
In both instances, Mr. Harcourt 
avoided saying what WOULD 
occur, only what COULD. 
As a man whose political repu- 
tation is of always covering his 
butt, surely both statements of 
what might happen are hardly sur- 
prising. 
Methinks the real issue over a 
new set of labour laws might well 
be to assess just how much con- 
suiting is to be done, and with 
whom, and whether input from all 
quarters i going to be considered 
seriously and fairly. 
After watching the former 
Social Credit administration say 
one thing and do another, itis nat- 
ural to be suspicious. 
Do not forget he farce that cre- 
ated Bill 19 in the first place. 
Remember, if you will, the series 
of public meetings which were 
being held around the province, 
supposedly toget input o the 
hbour laws, while at the same 
time, the laws wine being drown 
up and printed, with no input 
whatsoever. 
So far, there is no evidence that 
the NDP are playing the same 
game. In fact, Labour Minister 
Moe Sihota has met with major 
employers' groups, and they came 
away with words of quiet praise 
and assurance. 
We all know that he labour 
laws will be amended. The NDP 
repeatedly has promised that, and 
they now have the clout to do so. 
But what is important isjust 
how far they take them, and how 
the majority of British 
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Betwee'n arock 
and a hard place 
Par t  IV  them only s,x months work each 
. This week we return to a clear 
cut logging site, with Herby 
Squish perched on a stump and 
meditating on past errors and 
the all-too-present nightmares 
they have spawned. 
H 
aving dismissed phase 
contracting as being any 
part of a useful answer 
to the day's problem, Squlsh set 
his mind to other forms of log- 
ging. All things considered, he 
decided, his basic harvesting 
approach in the design of his 
new five-year management 
working plan would consist of 
three years of tower logging and 
ground skidding, followed by 
two years of skyline logging. 
After three more years of har- 
vesting Jovial's forest licence, 
ground skidding would be nearly 
impossible anyway. The terrain 
would be too steep. And a sky- 
line operation, even though more 
expensive at first glance, does 
offer some real savings. Yarding 
would cost around $26, but 
Jovial wouldn't need to build as 
many roads. Road building and 
maintenance costs could be cut 
by a factor of four. 
There were other advantages a
well. Fewer roads would mean 
less environmental damage. A 
skyline operation could work 
Jovial's coastal icence eight or 
nine months each year... And 
that meant Uving a few jobs, ; 
Jovial was already destroying 
small contractors by offering 
year. But many of these same 
contractors would be put out of 
business anyway if the company 
changed to skyline logging as 
well. But as those companies 
went under, most workers Would 
find employment with new and 
bigger companies specializing in 
skyline logging, the wave of the 
not-too-certain future. 
Still, he admitted, there would 
be a net loss of jobs, and he 
would be forced to keep that 
information from the public if he 
could. The public would never 
accept a plan that predicted 
bankrupt contractors and fewer 
jobs. 
But the harvesting plan Squish 
was mulling over still left him 
with a major problem... Jovial's 
bottom line. Would the savings 
on road construction be enough 
to turn a profit? Probably not, he 
concluded. Because of the dis- 
tance and steep terrain, trucking 
costs would soon eat up a lot of 
the savings on road construction. 
If Jovial was going to have a 
chance at turning a profit, he 
would have to purchase timber 
from other licensees located 
closer to his mill. But that 
would mean undercutting his 
own licence, which would only 
become another problem Squish 
would have to deal with. 
That ended his line of thought. 
"I'm still going in circles," 
Squish cried out even though 
there Was no one to hear. "If 
there's any answer at all, I'm on 
the wrong track. There must be 
F 
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In ight 
by TOd Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
present harvest of industrial 
timber within a crop cycle of 60 
to 80 years. 
"Moreover, within the same 
time frame we also have the 
PrOspect of doubling, tripling 
and even further expansion of 
our annual enjoyment, and use, 
of fish and wildlife, recreation 
days, scenic wonders, and wild- 
land attractions." 
A nice picture, Squish thought. 
And an achievable goal. Yet 
here he sat, three ycars later, 
wondering how he could single- 
handedly move Jovial's thinking 
from the bottom line to respon- 
sible harvesting. Why? Perhaps 
Reed had answered that question 
in May, 1990. 
"it is because we have con- 
straints of an institutional, tech- 
nical and economic nature which 
must be dealt with before we can 
expect o achieve our goals," he 
had told "the Forest Resources 
Commission. "Even more impor- 
tant is our failure to grasp what 
is called 'The Big Picture'." 
Reed added later, "It is fair to 
say that no systematic forest 
resource strategy has been 
offered, prior to these Commis- 
sion hearings, by government, 
industry, academia or any other 
group. We have instead fallen 
into the trap of short term, ad 
hoc, political decisions made 
another approach. By concentrat- 
ing on harvesting methods that 
meet Jovial's bottom line, I 'm 
doing nothing more than playing 
Jovial's game." 
Squish left his stump-top erch 
in the centre of the tire-scarred 
remains of the old phase logging 
site. He looked around the site 
in disgust and began wandering 
towards his truck. He wasn't 
certain were he was going, but 
he needed a change of scenery. 
A change in his line o f  thought. 
"I've got to concentrate more 
on the real problem at hand," he 
muttered as he climbed up into 
the driver's seat of his pickup 
truck. 
"Don't worry about the next 
five years, Herby. Worry about 
the future in general and the 
next five years will take care of 
themselves.' 
Was it possible, though? Major 
i forest companies and the govern- 
ment had" received . plenty of 
warning. Squish recalled a pres- 
entation given to the Forest 
Resources Commission by  
UBC's F.L.C. Reed on May 15, 
1990. 
"It Is my firm conviction that 
we have just begun to tap the 
storehouse of opportunitie s 
which beckon," Reed had said. 
"Our forest lands have the bio- 
logical capability to double the 
without reference to any sense 
of destiny." 
Reed had much more to say, of 
course. He termed the buzz word 
of the day, 'sustained yield;" a 
myth. "We arc desperately short 
of sawlogs, with deficits actual 
or looming in all regions," he 
had said. "Some will say that ! 
don't understand sustained yield 
and then they proceed to re. 
define the term simply to meat 
prompt regeneration f cutovers 
If they define sustained yiel¢ 
recklessly enough, then ot 
course falldown is permissible." 
Yes, there had been plenty o! 
warning and positive suggestiom 
for change, but little had bee~ 
done to effect any real change. 
Our forests were still bcin~ 
managed by remote corporate 
boards who either didn't know' 
or didn't care there was a need 
for change. 
They were blinded by the 
bottom line. If you don't turn 8 
profit, shares drop and panic- 
Stricken shareholders jump 
ship... Or demand a change i~ 
the board. The bottom line, 
• therefore, must be maintained. 
Squish turned the key in the 
ignition and began driving 
absent-mindedly south towards 
Gearbox Lake. "The bottom 
line," he mumbled. "I run into it 
everywhere I go." 
i"  
Project builds extended families for the disadvantaged 
Contributed by 
Ruth Halleck 
The hand of friendship is all 
that's required in a revolutionary 
new concept being introduced 
throughout North America by a 
determined professor of the 
humanities from Northwestern 
University in Evanston, Illinois. 
His name is John McKnight 
and the concept is one of "con- 
necting", through friendship, those 
in the community who are blessed 
with all of the normal physical and 
mental facilities ~ with those, 
who have been short-changed by 
Fate and labelled by society. 
McKnight was the key facilita- 
tor at a three-day workshop in 
Prince George last week under the 
joint sponsorship of the B.C. min- 
istries of health, and social ser- 
vices and housing. The Prince 
George "Project Friendship" soci- 
ety hosted the conference, called 
"Northern Connections ~ a 
Workshop on Community Build- 
ing", 
Representatives from commu- 
nities throughout the northwest 
attended the event, with Bey 
Greening of the Terrace Seniors 
Commission, Gerry King of the 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group and 
Terrace city alderman Ruth Hal- 
lock comprising the Terrace dele- 
gation. 
The thrust of the conference 
was to re-instate the elements of 
friendship and true hospitality in 
the community. The workshop 
was aimed at citizens who want to 
reach out to people who are isolat- 
ed and disconnected from the 
mainstream, such as the disabled, 
the elderly, disoriented youth, 
families at risk, and cx-offcndcrs. 
Assisting with the workshop 
were members of the Prince 
George "Project Friendship" soci- 
ety and Powell River's "Commu- 
nity Life Project". Both of those 
cities have a high success ratio in 
de-institutionalizing and re-con- 
necting, and are star players in 
Professor McKnight's pro .g.rarn. 
Anyone interested in obtaining 
more information regarding the 
John McKnight philosophy is wel- 
come to call Ruth Hallock at 635- 
4273, Bey Greening at 635-7868 
or Gerry King at 635-4631. 
2 i 
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FRIENDSHIP FANS, Terrace residents Ruth Halleck, Gerry King and Bev Greening 
recently returned from Prince Qeorge bearing enthusiasm for "Project Friendship', a concept 
to re.build the personal caring element in communities. 
i 
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My friend Harriett likes Christ- 
mar shopping. She claims to 
enjoy a lengthy brow~e along 
crowded aisles, rifling through . 
merchandise, on overflowing 
shelves. She says it feels "sort of 
magical". 
Magical? Bah humbug. Hours 
:•i ~!: i~/:iiii!i ¸¸ •¸¸ 7¸¸ ¸¸  i ~:•i i~i>/> ~' :  ••  : / 
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grumbling and gritting my teeth. I pages hold promise of some 
just want to get it over with. miraculous product made to solve 
But later on, when I-Iarriett'S eyes the world's problems - -  or at 
are glazing over from the glad least my heavy thigh problem. 
fury of her shopping frenzy, I Now that's magical. 
come home and collapse on the: And not all of these catalogues 
sofa with a cup of tea. It's peace, are ht the same class. Some cap- 
ful. I'm alone. I put my feet up. logues are merely product listings 
with simple pictures and basic 
descriptions, o~e~.m e photo- i 
graphic works of art, with incred- 
ible adjective-packed narratives 
describing exotic goods - -  I try 
not to drool on the pages. 
You can see why my shopping 
experience is better than Har- 
rlett's. As an example, I can 
order a sweatshirt from one of 
my catalogues, for $32.99 plus a 
$3.00 shipping charge. She can 
Now I can finish my Christmas 
shopping, and wash "Oprah" at 
the same time. How is this poss- 
ible? Catalogues. I get millions of 
them. I'm a mail-order-catalogue 
junkie. 
I salivate at the mere sight of a 
thick, glossy catalogue in the 
mailbox. A new catalogue is a 
treasure chest of possibilities. 
Clothing, jewelry, toys and books 
I can browse through them all 
• with the flip of a page. The shiny 
of walking through ot, busy 
stores, with lists insider my head 
and packages under my arm 
that's not magical, it's exhaust- 
ing. Shopping is hard work. The 
only feeling I get from Christmas 
shopping involves a headache and 
sore feet.• I'd just as soon stay 
h0me for the month of December. 
While Harriett happily shuffles 
ti~ough the crowd, uplifted by 
the holiday shopping experience, 
I'm dragging my feet behind her. 
, - - . .~- - - - - - - - - ,  Jm 
IMPROVING Maggie Park 
YOUR ODDS 0209.4526 Park Ave., 
AGAINST Terrace, B.C. 
CAHADA'S VgG 1V1 
,#1 KILLER. 638-1167 
My friend Stephanie loathes 
Christmas shopping. Or so she 
says. I know from a recent ele- 
phone conversation that dds is 
• really just a cover-up. Stephanie is 
actdaliy suffering from a strange 





Be.  L YUKON 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In 
Memoriam gift to the Heart and Stroke Founda-, 
tion of B.C. and Yukon. Please mail your donation 
to the above address and include the name oT the 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name ~and address of the next-of-kilt for an, 
acknowledgement  card.  ' 
i 
- - - -  K tOS, .  HEY,. (Age 10 and under) 
Are you writing to Santa this year? Let us take a peek at 
your maill 
• Before you send the BIG GUY your letter through the 
post office, make a photocopy of it and enter the copy in our 
"Dear Santa" contest. The deadline for entries is 5 p.m., Dec. 
13. Selected letters will be printed in the Christmas issue of the 
Terrace Review... and your letter might even win a prizel 
Drop off the copy of your letter, along with the entry form 
below, in the specially-marked mail box at Northern Drugs in 
the Skeena Mall, or at the Terrace Review office. Or, mail a 
copy of your letter to: 
"DEAR SANTA", Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 
LETTERS TO SANTA 
Contest  entry fo rm 
<. ,  NAME -> 
'AGE , TELEPHONE - 
ADDRESS 
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN: 
i . SPONSORED BY THE TERRACE REVIEW 
• ,',i ; ! ' " AND NORTHERN DRUGS 
L. . .  . . . . . .  "- • 
sweatshirt, I can either ph0ne the 
for $35.99. Mine's a "deep.lush toll:free number and read my 
forest" colour, made of "pure, order into the phone, or fill out 
hearty cotton" fabric. Hers is just 
dark green cotton. Mine's a "gun- 
erous, free-fitting design",Hers i
plain old size large. While it 
might appear that there's little 
difference between the two, mine 
• feels better. 
When Harrlett buys her crummy 
gn~en sweatshirt, she stands and 
waits while the paper work is 
completed. After punching inven- 
tory numbers, clerk numbers and 
ridiculous amounts of tax, the 
cashier totals the bill on the com- 
puterized till. l~ow, ~e!~p.~,. ~
suspicious credit ~ mus~ 
verified, or her clteq~ earefuliy 
scrutinized for flaws, and identifi- 
cation copied down. If she's one 
of those nearly extinct customers 
using cash, it's likely the till will 
be short of change, and she'll 
have to wait ten minutes while 
the manager breaks into the vault. 
When I order my luxurious 
high-quality, deep lush forest 
" ." • 
>: '! 
~ !)"  ~. 
The pitiful victims of this dis- 
ease secretly collect mail-order 
catalogues of every description, 
and then, behind locked and 
barred oors, drool over the con- 
tents for hours on end. It's been 
reported that.just the sight of a cat- 
alogue can send these people into 
a frenzy of sobbing and hair 
pulling. 
Weary postal delivery clerks 
must bear the brunt of this strange 
disease because they are saddled 
with the sad task of forever lug- 
ging mountains of catalogues and 
packages of every size and 
description to victims' doors. 
Postal clerks have even been 
known to run screaming through 
the streets upon learning that a 
mail,order-catalogue-nerditis v c- 
tim has moved into their delivery 
territory (Stephanie freely admits 
that she receives millions of cata- 
logues). 
Stephanie staunchly defends 
her choice of Christmas hopping 
as being much more efficient and 
practical. "Let your fingers do the 
shopping and your phone do the 
talking" is her motto. Does this 
sound Christmasy? Does it inspire 
quaint, old-fashioned images of 
street carolers and horse-drawn 
carriages on snowy country roads7 
Does it conjure up angelic visions 
of small children holding hands 
i around a huge candle-lit tree, gaily 
the form at my leisure. The 
heavy-duty paperwork is done 
later, while I polish myl nails and 
read a magazine, My credit rating 
.verification and the merchant's 
inventory count are completed on. 
someone lse's ,lime, 
But the flexibility of marl-order 
shopping is the part ! like best. I
can settle down• with my cata- 
logues, fill out order forms, make 
out cheques, and tick off my lists 
- -  at 2:30 a.m.i while wearing 
my h~band's ratty old bathrobe 
with the tom-off pockets, and 
eating Cheez Doodles, i l l  so 
choose. Harrlett can't - -  people 
frown at this sort of behaviour 
downtown. • 
Harriett has to deal with 
parking, crowds,.and long lines at 
the cash register. My biggest 
problem is the Cheez Doodle 
residue on page 12. 
Magical, she says. Bah humbug. 
The magic is in the mail. 
~ 
uMimMmamwmmmg~ 
with gay decorations solves that 
problem. You needn't rely on 
someone lse's descn'ption. There 
are other pluses as well. As yon 
leisurely roam the aisles of your 
favourite store, hsppily working 
your way through a large array of 
attractive gift items sureto please 
eve[/the most Scrooge-like person 
On your list, you bump into old 
friends and acquaintances that you 
might not otherwise have had the 
chance to visit with over the holi- 
days. 
There is something magical 
about a crowded epartment store 
in December. The sparkle in the 
eyes of small children already 
dreaming of sugarplums, the 
good-natured impatience of pack- 
age-laden parents eager to return 
home, the soft, almost dreamy 
smile of a lover picking out that 
one special gift, nostalgic Christ- 
mar carols playing softly in the 
background, the tangy scent of 
pine trees that seems to he every- 
where - -  you can't get that from a 
catalogue. 
It is true that mail-order shop- 
ping allows one the flexibility of 
doing Christmas hopping in July, 
but I consider this to be a very 
small plus. It's hard to capture the 
Christmas spirit when it's a hun- 
dred and ten degrees in the shade 
and you're covered in mosquito 
bites. 
While Stephanie spends her 
singing Jingle Bells? Do you see time lyingin wait for the exhaust- 
Frosty the Snowman anywhere in ed postal delivery clerk trudging 
this? I think not. 
There are hidden hazards to 
mail-order shopping. How do we 
know those glossy pictures and 
snappy descriptons tell all there is 
to tell7 Can Stephanie really be 
sure that he "delicately feminine 
victorian-style blouse with just a 
touch of lace at the throat-- as 
soft and sensual as a silken whis- 
per" won't actually turnout o be a 
shapeless polyester rag with a 
doily stapled to the neck? 
Doing your shopping personal- 
ly in a department store whose 
halls are bedecked to the rafters 
up the street with an enormous 
• stack of catalogues and packages 
strapped to his back, I'm happily 
chatting to a friendly sales clerk 
who is telling me all about he 
time her Aunt Emma accidentally 
stuffed the Christmas turkey with 
gunpowder and blasted the entire 
dinner, including one unfortunate 
dinner guest, out into the Twilight 
Zone. 
And just as I am preparing to 
leave the department store, happy 
and secure with my purchases, I 
imagine Stephanie, wresting the 
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case was the aboriginal fight to 
fish. Sparrow, aMusqueam Indian, 
was charged under the Fishery Act 
for fishing with.a tfet contrary tO 
the Indian Food Fmhing PermiL 
Sparrow's sole defence was that 
the regulation on net length was an 
unconstitutional infringement on 
his aboriginal right to fish. 
Based on the Calder decision, the 
Court of Appeal said it was bound 
to find that there is an existing 
aboriginal fight to fish, and that 
Tom Siddon. 
Under this Framework Agree- 
ment there are 15 topics of negoti- 
ation. These include landS, renew- 
able and non-renewable resources, 
access, environmental issues, cul- 
tural artifacts and heritage, 
Nisge'a self-government, economic 
development, di~ct and indirect 
taxation, amendment procedures, 
implementation f the agreement, 
and compensation. 
Coming to an equitable agree- 
right is protected under Section 35 ment on all these issues is a fermi- 
The doors of justice crack open o~ the Constitution Act, 1982. dabletask, but one that is currently 
Tberefore, the native fisberycould forging ahead to a resolution. 
harvest fish sufficient for food and Whatever the final agreement, 
talk publicly about land claims. Canadian law i'egardless of any societal needs, suSject only to considering the facts of history, 
wn,na w,,. , ,.~me ~nd m~wI. conservation and the public inter- there may always be questions 
est. 
It was on Oct. 3, 1990, that the 
Province of B.C. finally entered 
into tripartite negotiations with the 
Nisge'a and the federal govern- 
ment. This was confirmed in a 
recognition or lack of recognition 
by Canadian governments. In 
effect, the Nisga'a lost the case but 
won the battle. The Supreme Court 
had left open the question of the 
existence of Nisga'a aboriginal 
title, and in light of Calder the 
federal government established the special ceremony in New Aiyansh 
comprehensive land claims policy on Mar. 20, 1991, through the 
official signing of the Nisge'a 
as "a renewal of the treaty making Framework Agreement by Nisga'a 
process". 
This/s the fuml/nstalment/n a 
your.part series by Terrace Review 
ner Tod Stradum on the 
History of the Nisga'a people's 
effort o re.establish t eir authority 
on their ancestral homelan~ ,the 
Nass R~ver valley. 
chiefs, provincial Minister of 
Native Affairs Jack Weisgerher, 
and federal Minister of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development 
raised on its fairness. 
In the meantime the Nisga'a 
people live with optimism. And 
even though any futu~ agreement 
is not guaranteed, they pass on title 
to traditional lands from one sew 
eration to the next through the 
Nisga'a Settlement Feast (also 
referred to as a potlatch or Yuk). 
To the Nisga'a, the Nisgn'a Settle- 
ment Feast is dynamic proof vail- 
dating Nisga'a land claims and a 




The proposed KITIMAT-TERRACE PORT project will •entail] 
construction and operation of a multi-purpose madne terminal 1 at Kitimat. Total development cost estimated at $40.7 million 
is shared by the public and pdvate sectors. During stage I 
construction, 94 man,years o! employment will be generated. 
Once op(~rating, the terminal will provide the equivalent of 85 
full-time jobs and will support an additional 51 jobs in the 
region. Total income • in the Kitimat-Terrace area directly 
attributable to this project will be in the order of $2 million dur- 
ing construction and $4.1 million annually at start-up. The 
KITIMAT-TERRACE PORT project is key to expansion and 
diversification of the Kitimat-Terrace Regional Economy. 
The KITIMAT-TERRACE PORT project is subject to stage II 
hearing procedures as defined by the B.C. MAJOR PRO- 
JECTS REVIEW PROCESS (MPRP), which required the 
appointment of independent experts from both levels of gov- 
ernment o a panel with the mandate and authority to critically 
examine all aspects of the Port project. To date the Federal 
Government of Canada has not indicated a willingness to par- 
ticipate in the review process. 
The KITIMAT AND TERRACE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
ADVISORY COMMISSIONS express concern regarding 
MPRP review of the KITIMAT-TERR~.CE •PORT project. 
Involvement of the Federal Government is essential if this pro- 
posal is to be considered for approval. 
The Commissions urge citizens of Kitimat and Terrace to con- 
tact Mr. Jim Fulton, MP, and Mr. H. Giesbrecht, MLA, to press 
the importance of their respective governments committing to 
and implementing the stage II projects review process imme- 
diately. The KITIMAT-TERRACE PORT is important o both 
communities. It deserves a fair and timely hearing. PLEASE 
WRITE. 
Mr. J. Fulton, MP , • Mr. H. Glesbrecht, MLA " 
House of Commons . Parliament Buildings 
Ottawa, Ontario " Victoria, B.C.' 
KIA 0A6 vav lX4 
Dear Gentlemen: 
I request that the Provinctal and Federal governments act 
immediately to implement he Kitimat Port Stage II Heanngs of 
the Major Project Review Process. The present situation, 
which appears to be inter-governmental grid-lock, is unaccept- 
able. Significant expense has been incurred to date. The peo- 
ple of Kitimat and Terrace are entitled to a reasoned decision 
In 1926 the natives lost again. 
Fishing and trapping - -  the tradi- 
tional native way of life - -  fell 
victim to even more white regula- 
tions. The provincial government 
legislated that both Indians and 
non-Indians must register their trap 
lines. Trap lines centuries old were 
altered forever. Cross another 
man's registered trap line and you 
could be shot on sight. 
Again, the natives are restless 
and this time it's the federal gov- 
ernment who reacts. In 1927 the 
federal government adopted Article 
141 of the Indian Act, prohibiting 
native Indians from gathering tO 
discuss the land claims issue. Any 
natives found in violation of this 
section of the act would be pun- 
ished by fines or jail. 
Predictably, the oppressive l gis- 
lation failed. Native groups, like 
the Native Brotherhood of B.C. 
which was formed in 1931, met 
under the guise of a religious 
assembly and sang Onward Chris- 
tian Soldiers while native leaders 
secretly discussed and planned 
strategy on the land claims issue. 
There was an open protest in 
1932 when Nisga'a fmhermen in 
Greenville and Aiyansh refused to 
accept or purchase fishing licences. 
But no gains were made in dealing 
with the basic issue. 
• It would be two decades before 
native Canadians could once more 
World War H came and passed, 
with Indian soldiers fighting along- 
side white. But discussing land 
claims was still a criminal act. 
Article 141 was repealed in 
1951, but first the province granted 
Tree Farm Licence #1, a new, and 
untried form of massive forest 
tenure, to Columbia Cellulose in 
1948. The Annual Allowable Cut 
was to be 41,000 cubic metres of 
imber, much of it within the 
boundaries of traditional Nisga'a 
land. Soon, it was believed, their 
would be nothing for the Nisga'a 
to claim. 
In 1951 the Nisga'a Tribal Coun- 
cil was formed to find an equitable 
resolution to the land question. The 
successes of this group are many, 
but the ultimate Nisga'a goal is 
still somewhat of a dream. 
But it is a dream that visualizes 
the preservation and en!~ancement 
of Nisga'a self-determirtation, their 
cultural survival and well-being for 
generations to come, a dream of 
fair compensation for their claims 
and an equitable fiscal relatio~hip 
in the future that is entrenched in 
the constitution of Canada. 
Since the Nisga'a Tribal Council 
was formed, Canadian natives 
were granted the fight to vote in 
federal elections in 1960, a 1963 
court case known as the White and 
Bob case upheld the concept of 
ancestral hunting rights, and the 
now famous Calder v. Attorney 
General of British Columbia 
placed the emire land question in 
the courts in 1968. 
In its 1973 decision on Colder, 
the Supreme Court of Canada 
ruled that aboriginal title exists in 
In 1976 the Nisgn'a began ego- 
tiating with the federal government 
under this comprehensive land 
claims policy. And in 1981 newly 
appointed federal negotiator John 
Bene put an actual federal govern- 
ment offer on the table for the first 
time. 
The Constitution of Canada rec- 
ognized and ~ed Aboriginal 
Rights in 1982. And also that same 
year the Pearse Commissi0n'report 
s ated: "Indian ~ fisheries i', pglicy . . . . . . . .  .~ / : ,  . . . .  , ; , , . . .~ , .~- .  ;~  • ~,~. . - :  
cdes out for ref6nn,,, in.LidS, con- 
text I perceive several urgent re- 
qulrements: to clarify and 
strengthen I dian fishing fights; to 
enable Indians to become involved 
in fishefies management; to pro- 
vide opportunities for Indiansto 
take better economic advantage of 
their fights; and to improve the 
administrative and enforcement 
arrangements." 
In 1987 the Nisge'a and federal 
negotiators reached agreement on 
90 percent of the issues involved 
in the fishery component of the 
land claims agreement. And on 
Sept. 12, 1989, the Nisga'a signed 
a Framework Agreement with the 
federal gnvernment. 
It was May, 1990, when the B.C. 
Court of Appeal ruled on Regina i,. 
Sparrow. The subject of this court 
.......... . . . . . .  CONS'~RUGTION SEF IV!CES 
; • ,:: NECHAKO NORTHCOAST CONSTRUCTION SERVICES/ . . .  
Nechako Northc0ast Construction Services has contracted with the Province of British 
Columbia to pedorm road and bridge maintenance in the Skeena District, encompassing 
Terrace, Kitimat and. the Nass Valley . . . . .  
We am currently compiling a hired equipment list and advise all persons or companies wishing 
to register reliable equipment such as trucks, loaders, graders,b~lckhoes, excavators, 
compactors, scrapers, tractors, etc. that.they .s..houU submit details o! av.a,abl_e, e.quipm.ent.on onthis project. I 
company forms. -mese torrns are ava,aom at me company o,¢e at, ~ LaKeme Avenue, Your reply is requested, | 
Terrace, B.%u * • . • • " Yours truly, ' * _ . ___  I 
Full details of equipment including serial numbers, truck tare weight scale slips and&copy o f  V'~--6;~:~:~;~DDA~In,--,~--~'V~:'eT~TjT.;UW~ --'-- I 
' .  !l¢~nse registration must accompany equipment registration. " -* i" """ -w . - - - -  I 
i to work throu hour the Skeena District. t Equipment could be h red , , g ' / I i Mr. B. Ivlson Chairman, Kitlmat Economic Development I 
• I .  " • ' .. pe lw l IJ morY commmbn.  I 
I ,, . : Ol:m sm.qer ! Iw .  • cnlat an. TelTaCe Economic I 
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[ Looking back... 
ONE YEAR AGO 
THIS WEEK.,. 
Intersections were blocked, 
motorists were stranded and the 
east and west sections of Highway 
16 were closed when 82.8 centi- 
metres (32.6 inches) of snow fell 
in one 24-hour period. Many 
school children were hours late 
getting home on the school buses 
which, like many other vehicles, 
were stranded on snow clogged 
roads, unable to move. The storm 
set a December record for amount 
of snow in a 24-hour period and 
dropped 100.6 centimetres (39.6 
inches) of the white stuff before it 
ended. 
An unexpected cut in the RCMP 
operating budget across Canada 
was expected to have some impact 
in the area. The officer-in-charge 
of the Terrace detachment was 
hoping service would not be cut, 
but he expected that travel by 
members to other jurisdictions to 
testify in prosecutions could be 
reduced. 
The board of trustees for School 
Distd'ct 88 passed a resolution to 
ask the Minister of Education to 
fill three vacant board scats by 
appointment. The scats, which 
comprised a third of the board, 
were left vacant after there were 
not enough people nominated in 
the election a few weeks previous. 
The board chairman was unsure 
how long it would take the minis- 
ter to make the appointments. 
The first quarter of the Kitsum- 
kaium day lodge was transported 
from the old Kitsumkalum ski hill 
to the Shames Mountain access 
road for re.erection at the Shames 
Mountain base area. It was hoped 
that, weather permitting, the lodge 
would be structurally sound and 
ready for use on Shames Mountain 
by Christmas. 
TWO YEARS AGO 
THIS WEEK... 
Terrace city council was asking 
Halliwell St. residents o approve a
Local Improvement Project for 
upgrading the street between North 
Thomas and North Sparks. After 
many years of complaintsby I-Ialli- 
well and area residents, council 
Wasn't expecting much opposition 
to the proposal to upgrade the 
street o curb and gutter standards 
the following year. The cost was 
expected to be split between the 
province, the city and the property 
owners. 
City administration staff were in 
the process of considering future 
requirements and construction 
The following convictions took place in Terrace adult 
criminal court on the dates indicated according to information 
provided by the court regisoy. 
Tuesday, November 12 
Robert Douglas Holmberg was 
fined $300 for driving while 
prohibited and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension in 
addition to the original prohib- 
ition. 
David Andrew Forcier was 
fined $200 for assault 
David Gerald Hall was given a 
one-year suspended jail sentence 
for assault. 
Thursday, November 14 
Perry Charles McKay was 
fined $800 and given a one-year 
'driver's licence suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Irvin Alfred Chief was fined 
$300 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
impaired driving. 
Sherrie-Lynn Parrish was fined 
$1,000 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
refusing to provide a breath 
sample to a police officer. 
Pierre Norman Desjardins was 
given two concurrent one-year 
suspended jail sentences and 
orderedto perform 20 hours of 
community service work for 
assault. 
Friday, November 15 
Derek Edward Sayer was sen- 
tenced to two months in Jail and 
given a one-year driver's lieence 
suspension on each of two 
counts of impaired driving. On a 
third count Sayer was sentenced 
to two months in jail, to be 
served consecutive to the other 
sentences, given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension and 
placed on probation for three 
years. 
Michael Scott Parlby was 
sentenced to seven days in jail, 
fined $300 and placed on proba- 
tion for three months for driving 
while prohibited by a court 
order. 
James Pretulac was fined $100 
for committing mischief. 
Randall James Rodger was 
fined $400 and given a one-year 
driver's licenco suspension for 
impaired driving. 
Monday, November 18 
Isreal Marshall Draper Was 
given a six-month suspended jail 
sentence and ordered to perform 
30 hours of community service 
work for theft. 
Wednesday, November 20 
Walter Shostak was sentenced 
to four months in jail and given 
a one-year driver's licence sus- 
pension for driving with a blood 
alcohol content over the legal 
limit, 
costs of a new animal shelter. The 
existing shelter .was 20.years old 
and the Public Works director of 
engineering said that a proposal to 
replace the building would prob- 
ably be in front of council within 
two years. The animal control 
officer at the shelter said there was 
not enough room to keep stray cats 
and dogs, let alone boarding pets, 
which was a source of revenue that 
helped to defray costs. He also 
said in a new shelter layout could 
be improved to better separate cats 
and dogs. 
THREE YEARS AGO 
THIS WEEK... 
The city engineering department 
performed a smoke test of city 
sewers to determine sources of 
storm water infiltrating into city 
sewers. The test consisted of in- 
jecting high volumes of smoke 
under low pressure into isolated 
sections of the system. Areas 
where the smoke escaped were 
recorded. Five main problem areas 
discovered were roof drains of 
premises then occupied by the Co- 
op, Northern Computer and Video 
Stop, Avco Financial Services, 
Rose's Shop and a sidewalk "catoh 
basin" near the Pizza Hut land 
several other businesses. 
The engineering department rec. 
ommended to council that the 
businesses in question be required 
to disconnect roof drains from the 
• sewer system and reconnect them 
to the s~orm drainage system. 
North Coast Road Maintenance 
Ltd. took over the mad and bfldge 
maintenance contract from the 
Terrace District Highways office to 
the fanfare of 20 centimetres of 
snow. The combination of snow, 
rain and freezing temperatures, in 
that order, mused havoc on the 
highways but a North Coast 
spokesman said they did reasonab: 
ly well as many of the company's 
employees were the same staff 
who did the job with the Ministry 
of Highways and had transferred to
over to North Coast. 
FOUR YEARS AGO 
THIS WEEK... 
The Th0mhill Nursery was in the 
process of being appraised, prior to 
the government's call for proposals 
for the purchase and future oper- 
ation of the nursery. Aceording to 
the Minister of Forests and Lands, 
nursery employees would have the 
option of submitting bid proposals 
of their own. The employees were 
told that they would receive free 
consulting assistance and a busi- 
ness management seminar to assist 
them in preparing a business plan. 
George Petty, Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer of Repap, 
parent company to Terrace-based 
Skcena Cellulose Inc. was in town 
speaking on free trade. Petty said 
if a free trade agreement were 
established Repap could be in a 
position to make a commitment for 
the construction of a new pulp mill 
and "value added" coated paper 
manufacturing plant in Prince 
Rupert. Petty said that if the com- 
pany didn't get access to those 
markets through something like the 
Free Trade Agreement, it would be 
difficult to justify the improve- 
ments. In reference to open com- 
petition in the U.S. under a free 
trade agreement, Petty said it was 
a splendid opportunity and it was 
important he country move for- 
ward in a unified manner. 
Decembrists--events in history 




























Mississippi: Rosa Parks declines to give up her seat on the bus (1955). 
WORLD AIDS DAY (since 1989). 
Canada: Audrey McLaughlin takes over New Democratic Party (1989). 
Japan pays $13 million for her first Cosmonaut's ticket o ride(1990). 
HANUKKAH, 1991 (Jewish Holy Week). .... 
2,500 people gassed to death at Bhopal, India by Union Carbide (1984). 
Mary Robinson becomes President of Ireland (1990). 
Progresso, Texas: Virgin Mary appears on wall of Trevino's Auto Parts (1990). 
Killer fog/smog envelopes London, 4,000 people die in four days (1952). 
Syria: Druze shoot down two jet warplanes and eight U.S. Marines (1983) 
Coup d'etat in Chad (1990). 
Call of the Magic Flute: Death of the Freemason, Wolfgang Mozart, age 35 (1791). 
Prophecy Fulfilled (Proverbs 31:7): U.S. repeals prohibition laws (1933). 
SAINT NICHOLAS DAY (patron saint of children, Russia, sailors...). 
Halifax, Nova Scotia: Munitions hip explosion kills 1,963 people (1917). 
Montreal: Anti-feminist with assault weapon murders 14 women (1989). 
Tora! Tora! Tora!. Japanese military surprise attack Pearl Harbor, Hawaii ( 1941). 
Cincinnati: 145-year overdue library book returned (1968), fine waived. 
Great earthquake (6.9 Richter) kills 30,000 people in Armenia, USSR (1988). 
Birth and death, rasp., of the poets Horace (65BC) and Lennon (1980) 
BODHI DAY (Buddhist Holy Day). 
France: Augusta Valliant flips bomb into Chamber of Deputies (1893). : " 
Jerusalem falls to Christiaia soldiers for first time in 818 years (1917). 
Birth of Emily DickinsOn (1830) and Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn (1918). 
Birth of the astrologist Nostradamus (1503), and astronomer Tycho-Brahe (1546) . .  
• Russia: "Decembrist" uprising against Tsarist government aborts (1825). 
Amundsen, Hanssen, Wisting, Hassel and Bjaaland find South Pole (1911). 
Mars: Space capsule from USSR softlands on "The Red Planet" (1971). : 
Boston Tea Party incites revolutionary fervor in the Colonies (1773). • . .. .... 
Napoleon throws over Josephine (1809); Nazis attack at Ardennes (1944). : 
Aeroplane carrying Wilbur and Orville Wrightflies for 12 seconds (1903). 
Toronto: Santa Claus and six elves arrested for promoting war toys (1988). • 
Panama: US A beats up another little guy on the block (1989). 
Scotland: PanAm hit as payback for U.S. Navy zealotry in Persian Gulf (1988). 
WINTER SOLSTICE/FULL MOON/ 
St. Didymus Judas Thomas Day (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). • 
Birth of Peter Kropotkin (1842) and Jane Fonda (! 937).. ~, 
Christian Knights of the First Crusade arrive in Constantinople(1096). 
Lynette "Squeaky" Fromm takes a short walk in the snow (1987). 
Canadian Reginald Fesseden transmits first radio broadcast (1906). 
CHRISTMAS DAY (Christian Holiday); birth of Peter I. Tchaikovsky (1840). • 
Italy: Mount Etna waxes nostalgic for her younger daYS of fame (1985). 
Romania: President Ceausescu makes final payment on IMF loan (1989). 
BOXING DAY, Canada, Finland, England, et al. 
Birth of Kepler (157 !), Pasteur (1822) and Dietrich (1904); Beatles dissolved (I970) 
U.S. film director Sam Peckinpah goes to his rest (1984). 
USA: Police arrest Emma Snodgrass for wearing men's trousers in public (I 851). 
First battle of Wounded Knee, South Dakota goes to the Yanks (I 89(I). 
Russian "elite" poison, shoot, stab. mutilate and drown Gregori Rasputin (1916). 
Tracy UIIman takes centre stage (1959). 
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Cass le  Hal l  Grade  7 boys  were  among tournament  winners  
at the e lementary  school  championsh ips  held !n Thornhi l l  over  
the weekend.  
Elementary volleyball 
Grade 6 and 7 volleyball 
wound up over the weekend with 
anall-day championship tourna- 
ment held at Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School Saturday. 
On the girls' side, Uplands 
topped the Grade 7 ranks with 
Clarence Michiel 'A' and 'B' 
teams finishing second and third. 
The girls from Centennial Chris- 
tian School came out the Grade 
6 champs, followed by Cassie 
Hall and Clarence Michi¢l. 
The Cassia Hall boys emerged 
as Grade 7 winners ahead of 
Centennial Christian in second 
and Uplands in third. Uplands 
boys were victorious in the 
Grade 6 section, with Stewart 
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Phone 635-4130 
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Third Blueback gets 
shot at nationals 
"It's incredible, unheard-of," 
was the assessment of Terrace 
Bluebacks' coach Bill Nash after 
returning from the Richmond 
Racers' Invitational swim meet 
over the weekend. 
Aimee Peacock's performance 
at the meet made her the club's 
third qualifier for the Youth 
Nationals. A northern club has 
never had more than one quali- 
fier in a year, and Nash thinks 
the Bluebacks may have two 
more before the Canada-wide 
meet takes place at the end of  
May in Regina. 
Aimee put in a spectacular 
effort in the UBC pool to win 
the 200m breast stroke, bettering 
her own personal best time by 
seven seconds, as Nash points 
out quite a performance in an 
event that measures winners by 
hundredths of seconds. It puts 
her in the same class as Youth 
National qualifiers Jocelyn Cox- 
ford and Cory Hollander. 
Jocelyn also swam in the Rich- 
mond meet, bringing home two 
silver medals and one bronze. 
Nash  Says her 10-year.old 
brother Garth, although swim- 
ming with the 11-12 age group, 
still managed to finish second in 
the 200m butterfly. 
The Bluebacks as a club fin- 
ished in the top 10 out of 26 
clubs. The three-day meet drew 
over 350 swimmers. 
With a few months left until 
the Youth Nationals, Nash says 
he thinks Bluebacks David Van- 
derlee and Tina Hollander might 
also have a crack at qualifying 
for the prestigious event. 
Early in November the Blue- 
backs also won their own 
regional meet. This weekend the 
club goes to Kitimat for compe- 
tition. 
Caledonia volley 
teams bottom out 
At the B.C. girls' triple 'AAA' 
volleyball championships the 
Caledonia Kermodes finished 
last in the December 1 weekend 
tournament. 
They started the 16-team series 
with seven losses in a row in 
their eight-team, round-robin 
section. Losses were to Earl 
Marriott, West Van (the eventual 
winners), South Delta, Centen- 
nial, Killarney, Max Cameron 
and Vernon. 
Dropping into the consolation 
side, they lost three more, to 
Centennial, South Delta and 
Nelson; to wind up 16th and 
last. 
The Kermode boys didn't fare 
much better in their champion- 
ship. They too lost all their 
preliminary games, then had to 
down West Vancouver in two 
straight matches to stay out of 
16th and come in next to last. 
Alaskans  too tough 
The Caledonia Kermode boys' 
basketball team kicked off  their 
season with a win and two 
losses this past weekend. 
They opened successfully by 
downing Quesnel's Corrilieu 80- 
62. Kermodes got a superb 28- 
point effort from Jeff McKay, 
plus 14 from Mike Newhouse. 
In their two-game set against 
always-tough Ketchikan Kay-Hi 
Kings, however, Kermodes fell 
10 points short in the opener, 
losing 84-74. Mcgay set the 
pace with 21, while Newhouse 
chipped in with 13. Fcrnando 
Milhomens contributed 11, while 
Shawn Stanwick added 10. 
Game two against the 
Alaskans was a 75-54 loss, with 
Newhouse coming up with 11 
and Stanwick 10. 
Kermodes host Esquimalt his 
Friday and Saturday nights. 
They'll also meet the Prince 
Rupert Rainmakers here Satur- 
day at noon. 
I I| | III 11 CO'DoB ER 
k I I  I1 111 L WINE STORE~ Iq l/lillll 
- - FAST F,,E..OLY SE,V,CE 
LOTS OF PARKING AND... 
• i: ..FEATURING A COMPLETE LINE OF SPORTS CLOTHING, 
SWEATS, JACKETS, CAPS, ETC. 
I -  i LARGE SELECT ION 
I 
• :i . . . .  !' HOURS 
~N'  TO SAT. 9 A.M. to 11 P.M. 
: SUHi:11A.M.tO 11 P.M. 
BRING IN YOUR EMPT IES  
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t 
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Squash starts at NWCC 
Contributed by KIm Saulnler then, many people have enjoyed 
It's finally happened! After a 
great deal of planning, the Student 
Body Racquet & Fitness Centre 
(operated by I~VCC Students' As- 
sociation) is pleased to announce 
that our squash court renovations 
are complete. 
To our members, this is wel- 
come news! For years "Student 
Body" members played in a court 
with a temporary wall that was in- 
stalled in an original racquetball 
court. Who knew that squash 
would become so popular? Since 
this challenging sport at our 
centre. 
The Students' Association 
would like to thank Northwest 
Community College for funding 
the project, and Steve Ross, 
Lennox Brown, Geoff Appleton 
and Bill Redpath for lending a 
hand and mopping up the sawdusfi 
Our appreciation goes out to all 
who made this possible. 
So, check out our new squash 
court! members of the public are 
welcome! 
A Gourmet Gift 
for Christmas 
Fresh frozen jumbo shrimp 
gift packages 
$15 each, one poundyield 
These gift packages are being 
pre--sold up to December 15 
for pick up or delivery on 
December 17 and 18. 
In support of the Caledonia Kermodes 
basketball team. 
Call 635-2521 
or 638-0847 to order. 
The Nancy Green Ski League is scheduled to start on Shames Mountain Dec. 15 with one 
paid instructor and five volunteer teachers; About 40 students are pre-registered and there 
is room for more, organizers say. Contact Shames Mountain to sign up. 
Masses of skiers flock to 
Shames Mountain opening 
The Shames Mountain ski area 
opened Sunday with the busiest 
day ever, says general manager 
Scott Siemens. Over 800 skiers 
enjoyed good early season snow 
~nditions. 
Many skiers started the season 
off with instruction through the 
new Skier Development Centre. 
All lifts - -  T-bar, chair and 
handle tow n were running. 
South Paw, Kermode Kut, Steru- 
wheeler and Big Bunny runs 
were open and Back Eddy and 
Potline are expected to open any 
day now. 
Shames records 190cm of snow 
at the top of the T-bar and 85cm 
at the day lodge as of Monday, 
Dec. 2. 
The Shames Mountain ski area 
will now be open seven 
days/week, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
MOUmN Skiing At Its Peak 
Ski Tips 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey League 







Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Terrace Timberman 








Convoy Supply :- 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 




Inn of the West 
Precision Builders 
All Seasons 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Skeena Hotel 
Back Eddy Pub 
Oldtimers Division 
Terrace Timberman 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
















L T GF GA P'rs 
5 1 77 73 21 
5 1 73 60 19 
5 0 76 61 18 
4 3 72 57 17 
5 2 74 62 16 
10 1 65 68 9 
GP W L T GF GA PTS 
13 8 4 1 58 43 17 
16 7 8 1 47 63 15 
15 5 8 2 54 69 12 
16 1 13 2 47 99 4 






Is your equipment ready'?. 
by Tim Foster, Ski Services Director 
From year to year, things change. So, before you go 
skiing for the first time this season, check your equipment. 
After months in sneakers, sandals and work boots, your 
feet go into real shock when you first put on your ski 
boots. To avoid sore, cramped feet on that first ride up the 
chairlift, wear your boots around the house a few hours a 
day for several days. 
Although the snow cover will probably be good, only the 
rich and famous or foolhardy take out their brand new skis 
in early-season conditions. Last year's boards or your 
favoufite pair of stump jumpers will do just fine. 
It won't hurt to *get the old boards waxed and have an 
edge put on them. You never know what challenges the ski 
season hQlds for youl 
Get your bindings checked to ensure they haven't rusted 
shut over the summer. 
Finally, get your gear organized for the assault. If you're 
like me, you will have enough butterflies to deal with on 
your first day without having to rip frantically through the 
closet to find a pair of ski gloves or a toque. 
SNOW PHONE - -  for up-to-the minute snow and 
weather conditions at Shames, call toll-free 
1-800-663-8300. For registration i the 
Skier Development programs, call 635-3773. 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 







REALTY WORLD ® Supporters of 
RUlml I~ PEOPL¢ ® Shames Mountain 







Hot Hot Hot... How many 
pounds can you push for charity7 
Find out when the Northwest 
Community Col lege Students' 
Association hosts their first-ever 
Work Out for Charity Saturday, 
Dec. 7 from 11 a.m. to I p.m. It all 
takes place at the Student Body 
Racquet & Fimess Centre. 
How can you Work Out for 
Charity? 
It's fun, it's easy and any fit- 
ness level can take part. Here's 
how it works. All participants col- 
lect pledges based on how many 
pounds they can lift, push or pull 
during our two-hour event. With a 
minimum of 15 minutes participa- 
tion of regular workout, the total 
amount of pounds is calculated on 
each participant's pledge sheet as 
follows: 4 repetitions X 5-lb. 
dumbbells = 20 lbs. X amount of 
pledge (i.e. $.02/pound). 
Everyone's a winner - -  pro- 
ceeds go to the Salvation Army 
and the Students" Association 
Recreation Centre Fund. Each par- 
ticipant will receive a Student 
Body T-shirt, personalized button, 
refreshments and draw prizes. 
We will be accepting donations 
all day at the Student Body, so 
drop in and join us. Pledge forms 
are available at the Student Body 
or from All Seasons Source for 
Sports. 
For more information, give 
Kim a call at 635-6511, loc~ 279. 
Dart league 
seeks help 
Terrace city council's Com- 
munity and Recreation Services 
Committee has been asked to 
consider a funding request from 
the Terrace Ladies Dart League. 
In a letter to mayor and council 
club president Joyce Bradley 
said their club is beginning to 
receive recognition in the North- 
west and they are now preparing 
to compete in a provincial com- 
petition next spring. The Ladies 
Dart League, however, is run. 
ning into the same old problem 
that plagues every recreational 
• group in the north - -  the high 
cost of travel. 
According to Bradley, the 
provincials will be held iN 
Vancouver in April of next yea1 
and they have already begur 
i:the[r fund-raising drive. Of ar 
estimated $4,000 to cover alz 
fare, hotels, entry fees, commut. 
lng and meals for a seven-mum. 
bur team, they have raise¢ 
almost $1,200, far short of thelz 
goal. 
"Because we are such a sinai; 
group," writes Bradley, "ralsin~ 
such a large amount of money L, 
proving to be quite difficult. W( 
are looking for some kind el 
financial support from our com 
munity over and above what w( 
as a group are able to do. If i~ 
any way the city council is abh 
to help in the way of a grant o: 
donation, it would be greatl] 
appreciated." 
• o,,  ,. 
ii: 
. - . . -  
_ in the Sun Sale 
• i111  
Win a trip for two to Hawa.! 
IBM PSI1 
Approved by the 
• :::i:,i~i~ i~: :~ wor ld ' s  toughest  c r i t  
il;il;!iii::ii;iiiiiiiiii!i!iiiii~:i~.i.: ::  
::::':::::::' ............. ::::: Your Family :i:. ::i:i:i:[:i'.i.i:::i:i:!:i:!:!:i:i:!:!:i:?i:?i 
. : ' : :  
The IBM PSII - the family appoved easy-to-use p rsonal computer 
that's specifically designed tobe the ideal computer for your wh_ ole 
family. Not only does the PSII have the versatility omeet all your 
* family's educational eeds, it can also provide the power you need 
to bring your office home - or even run a small bminess from home. 
cause the PS/I is from IBM it's compatible with most office computer. 
But most impoaantly he PS/I is compatible with people. It's reliable, 
incredibly user-friendly and caa expand to meet all of a growing family's needs. 
IBM 1>511 E42 
¢" 386 SX-16 Mhz CPU, 2 MB RAM 
¢" 1.44 MB disk drive 
¢" 40 MB hard disk drive (21ms) 
¢" 12" VGA Monitor (640x480) 
¢" IBM Selectric keyboard and Mouse 
• ¢" DOS and Microsoft Works included 
s1949 
IBM PSI1 R82 
- includes ame PSll, system but with]80 
J; ~: megabyte hard disk, Windows 3az~l 
Windows productivity package for Windows. 
s2499 
Retailer 
: : ' •  
Fujitsu DL1100 Printer 
A 24 pin dot matrix printer with 110 column width, 240 cps, 60 
cps LQ, and optional colour printing, the DLll00 will fit your 
budget while offering the ullimate in quality and reliability. 
. . . . . . .  . s399 . . . .%; . .  • . • :. . . : . ;~;.  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .  
" . .  ' .  ~" :  .;.:" ;';i:::i:i:i'.::i:~:i:.~:i:i:::~, 
• ..~.;:.<, ,.: ......................... 
" ' i - - -  Northern Computer • ~ l  i i • i 8  i i 
Dawson C r m k ~  Prince Rupert 
900-102~ Avenue 601 2nd Ave West 
782-6965 Fax - 782.6992 624-6560 Fax- 627-7152 
Pd.oe ~orge 
1330 5th Avenue 
563-2263 Fax- 563-3982 
* Cranbrook 
1107 Baker Street 
426-2775 Fax- 4 ~  
TMIllCe 
4720 Lazelle Avenue 
6,38-0321 Fax - 6,38-0442 
Kelowna 
546 Leon Avenue 
762-7753 Fax- 861-1861 
* Product not available in Cranbrook Location, 
Grand Prlze 
Tdp for two - 7 days in Hawaii 
-includes Aid:are from Vmoouv~, All Aooomoda~, 
Rental Car, $500 Spending Money. 
Second Prize 
Trip for two- 7 days in Rune or Lake Tahoe 
-includes AirFare from Vancouver, All Accomodati~, 
Renl~ Oar, $3oo Spending Money. 
Thlrd Prlze 
Tdp for two- 2 nights at West Edmonton Mall 
-Includes AirFare from Vancouver, All Acmmodzeon, 
$2so Spend~ Mo.ey. 
i Name: Phone : I 
No purchase necess~. Winner mint be 18 years of age or older, 
I ~ This original form only qualifm. Forms available at all slomt Limit one enW per pmoll. I 
[ ~ Dandline De(: 31,1991. Draw date Jan 6,199Z Trips must be atTanged by Feb 2e, 1992. . _ .~ J 
I q 
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MLA Gi b ht ettl into Vi to " headq • es rec s es.-, .c rla , ua . . . .  
Some of the confusion sur- .on," he Said with smile, government and opposition present some challe.ngeS:';n dip, I~raser and, for a time, 
rounding the transition of gov- 
ernment in Victoria is beginning 
to abate, and Skeena MLA Hel- 
mut Giesbrecht has been 
assigned an office in the legis- 
lative buildings. 
Giesbrecht said his new quar- 
ters are small but have a view of 
the legislature's front lawn. "I'll 
have a good view of demonstra- 
tlnn~ nr whatever else is ~,oing 
The office is on the second 
floor of the building and was 
previously occupied by Dr. Tom 
Perry, the NDP's health critic 
when they were in Opposition 
and now Minister of Advanced 
Education, Training and Tech- 
nology. 
The next sitting of the legisla- 
ture will probably take place in 
the spring, and when the new 
parties call things to order the 
legislative chamber will be a 
crowded place. The 1990 dec- 
tionwas held under iding boun- 
daries revised in 1988 by Justice 
Thomas Fisher, a change that 
expanded the assembly from 69 
members to 75. Although major 
renovations to the chamber 
won't be necessary, Giesbrecht 
said the logistics of seating will 
lomacy to the new premier. The 
seats are evenly divided down 
the centre of the chamber, mean- 
ing that part of the 51-member 
NDP caucus will have to sit on 
the opposition side. 
The Social Credit caucus faced 
the same situation when that 
party was in power, and Gies- 
brecht said he's been told the 
leaders sometimes used the 
division as a tool to indicate 
disfavour. Jack Kempf, Alex 
Smith were frequently seen 
seated on the opposition side of 
the house. 
Giesbrecht and Skeena MP 
Jim Fulton have combined their 
constituency operations under 
one roof in Terrace. Their con- 
stituency secretaries Gall Murray 
and Judy Chrysler now share an 
office on the ground floor at 
4623 Park Ave. across from the 
greenbelt of George Little Mem- 
orial Park. 
II A,,o..o°A,,O. ,o.,wo II 
II = DAY SKZ PASS mR TWO I I 
!1 • 23 BRAND NEW UNITS I I  
J I • 15 RENOVATED UNITS WITH KITCHENS I I  
l| • COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE Ii 
II Don't miss this Ski Bargain II 
JJ Call 847-2601 fo/reservations IJ 
II&THt so..:.To MOTEL II 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TOGETHERNESS. Local residents who need to deal w i th  (~~~t~THEI~,  BoC. 
either the provincial or the federal government can now do it through one office. Judy 
Chrysler (left), representing Skeena MP Jim Fulton, and Gall Murray, secretary to MLA 
Helmut Gie~brecht, now share an office across the street from the library. 
Jane's Pet Gallery Thornhill Electric ~ j~ 
3532 Old Lakelee. Lake Dr. ~,. ~;-)~1 
Dog and Cat Grooming . ~  Terrace ph.635-9787 .~~ P R (;:']'cl°~l~uevisI°n a u ~ 0 r i ~  ~ FREE PICKUP AND DEL[VERYAP~.:.,)~']~k 
ELECTRONIC ~IEEH ~ Pet Portrazts • ~ specializing In 
ENGINEERING ~~;'u;:~,0, I~ ,~ Origina] Paste] Portraits ~ residential & 
(A 0•,.0, ' ~ ~  Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildlife. ~ commercial wiring ~- '~  
Residential, Commercial and Industrial J~ 635-6552 
Electronic Equipment JANE TURNER 638-8018 Reg. #16984 Rlok MoCwron, own~rhnanager 
635-5134 ,~,, Lakelse, Terrac~ , 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION ~~ ~ ~ ~  
Carpentry -- Renovations GREENING TOURS LTD. CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS ~ 4711-A Kelth Ave. 
"'No Job too Small" ~ 2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Seniors I~ates ~ ~dl~k ~ Terrace British Columbia [ Auto Glass Specialists 
JK  L'~q[~. ! Canada V8G 4V2 
W • . .~  • • Beverley Greening, Owner 
3514 King Ave. . ~i, V~l~ ~ (604) 635-7868 Terrace, B.C Malcolm S lmons  ~ Fax (604) 638-8991 ICBC claims handled promptly 






• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING " SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Jon Blake 
635-2572 
3923 Simpson Cres 
Terrace, B.C. 
SU I::>PLi I:= R GARMF-HTS 
GS ~'-,J3 GI~APHI cr#EEN PRiNT~ 







5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
SKIDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles. Chelnsews 
Snowmobiles • Msdns Supplies 
TERRACE ~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. 635.6384 RON 
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
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City seeks appraisal of major assets 
After a public works storage making accurate stimates of be higher We wmild advise you estimated using our on-line the bids impossible to compare, 
sh0d roof collaPsed due to snow worth for city hall, the public immediately." costing capability. After provid- At its regular meeting Nov. 25 
load last winter, the question of works building, and the arena The second proposal came ing the initial cost estimates, the city council tabled the matter 
building evaluationhas become and swimming pool. Values from Lane Appraisals Ltd., data would be stored in our and sent the entire project back 
a concern to city staff. In the currently placed on these build- stating fees of $1,500 each for database, such that we could to city administration. Treasurer 
case of the shed, other prevent, ings are $1.895 million for city appraisals on city hall and the periodically provide you with Keith Norman has been asked to 
ative work was carded out rather hall, $888,720 for public works, public works complex, and updated cost estimates for a obtain a sample from each firm 
than replacing the entire build- $3.91 million for the arena and $4,500 for an appraisal of the nominal fee." indicating exactly what type of 
ing, but the affair led city staff $3.536 for the swimming pool. arena and swimming pool; a information the city would 
and the insurance company offi- The tender call attracted two total of $7,500, 25 percent City council sent he two pro- receive and whether or not both 
cials to debate the hypothetical offers, one 'from Steve Cullis higher than Cullis. posals to their Finance Cam- offers include future evaluation 
value of replacement. Appraisals Ltd., who said they Included in the Lane offer was mittee, but the committee found at minimal cost. 
As a result, the city is slowly would do the job for $6,000 plus this statement: "Following in- 
working their way through an GST. Cullis, however, stated spection and inventory of the ~ ~ _ ~ ~  ; ~  
evaluation of other city assets, these conditions: "Should the properties, we would provide 
Over the years, changes and time involved be less than antic- you with comprehensive d scrip- ~ ~ ~ " ~  
additions have been made to ipatcd, the cost would be less. If tire and valuation reports. The ~¢[a,:~ ~ ,r 
these buildings but their worth for any reason the cost were to replacement costs would be j v  
has simply• been adjusted -" ~ 
done. Now city staff is con- IQ~"~qj ,  
cerned these evaluations may be 6~o~ ..~'~I'~0~C£ O, fl ~ 
far from accurate. 0~,  i~'y ,A" ~ 
If the buildings are evaluated /"¢" ~" 
too high, insurance premiums S ' ] - t~  ~¢.) ~" ~ 1. Having problems with your WCB claim.? I 
be,Willandbe higherif it comesthan theYto anneCdinsur-t° I" YOU can get free~ conf ident ia l  adv ice ,  when a I ~ ,  a/, O-~ r~ ~,a~.~ 
ance settlement the city would IWorkers' Adviser visits Terrace on December 17. I 
only get the cost of replacement. I" To make an appointment for a personal interview, I 
If the evaluations are too low, Ica[I the Government Agent's Office at 638-3200.  I 
the citywould only get the value -i The interviews will be held at the B.C. Access I 
listed on the insurance policy 
and would be left to make up the I Centre, !01-  3220 Eby .Street, Terrace. I 
difference themselves. IFor.advlc.e. without an interview, contact Workers' I 
In October, therefore, the city IAdvmer off=ce in Richmond toll free 1-800-663-4261.| 
called for bids from anyone I I interested in taking on the job of 
'!i "
i f  ¸ 
: t i ' i  
i [ : '  
0 




~.'.~ac~al~'~ ~.uera[ ~er~ice~ 
& (~rentat~iunt ~t~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFarland 






• Pemm We I~Ml lm In • F•obl= 
• ¢olour ~ razor o l~vu • 
• ~t lve  Cut= md lU~plCL • 
• Ntw LOok ¢o~Ull l t lonl  • W=lng 
• O~ds • Up.do'= • N=db 
635-5'727 or 635-45.55 
Lakelse Ave., Terms, B.C. 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING, 
REGULATION & REBUILDING 
Jos~ Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CANADA V8G 2(=4 
(604) 635-9275 
SKEENA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, splicing,, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 63S,.0663 
Jack Beck 
PUOUSHEO BY CLOSE UP 
BUSINESS SERVICES LTO, 
Sales Representative 
Tel (604) 635-7840 
Fax (004) 635-7269 
Residence (604) 635-2608 
Terrace Review 
4535 6relO Avenue 
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MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARO MARINER JETS 
HOMELIBHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. rf~0 & POWER PRODUCTS 
[635.29- - ,9,6 Gre ig  Ave. ,  Terrace 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30 - 10:30 daily 
2rol s. K=um 635-6180 
DON'TLET THAT 
BIG ONE 
D•ro  GET AWAY! ~'~'~ pal ine~nthe _ _ _~" '~ 
rerrace ~ .~. . .~- . , - t .~ .c . .~  
Classified Section for fast 
results. 
EC #1051 
"A True Northwest Company" 
638-0241 
(24 Hrs.) 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 4 
l-:amily Sittings b 
5 Minute Passposts ~' 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
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Terrace youth earns Duke of Edinburgh award 
l 
i / .  
: i  
!ii 
? 
/ .  
L, 
Medal presented by Prince Edward 
,v-" 
by Nancy Orr 
The opportunity to meet HRH 
Prince Edward was the crowning 
achievement for award-winning 
David Jephson after many years of 
challenging work and adventure. 
On Oct. 25 Jephson was among 
75 other young people attending 
the reception and gala banquet in 
the Hotel Vancouver, at which the 
Prince presented the Duke of 
Edinburgh's Gold Awards for 
Achievement. The awards are 
divided into three levels: Bronze, 
Silver and Gold. The first two are 
usually presented by the Lieu- 
tenant or Governor-General or
other high official, but the Gold 
Awards are always presented by a 
member of the Royal Family. 
Prince Edward came to British 
Columbia in late October for the 
presentation of these awards and 
for meetings with the Common- 
wealth Games committee inVicto- 
ria before going to Hong Kong for 
an international symposium of 60 
countries involved in the Duke of 
Edinburgh Award program. 
The Prince is himself a Gold 
Award Achiever and expressed his 
pleasure to be able to make the 
presentations. 
"'His talk to us was Very 
impressive and thought-provok- 
ing,", said Jephson, "and it was 
more interesting to know that he 
had faced the same challenges." 
The Duke of Edinburgh's 
Awards cover four sections of 
achievement; service, expeditions, 
"I actually qualified and should 
have received my certificate and 
pin in 1987 when Prince Charles 
was here," said Jephson, "but I 
was on the other side of the globe, 
literally. 
"At the school I attended near 
Edmonton (St. John's) I was 
always involved in outdoor activi- 
ties and found that was the way 
for me. It just added to the chal- 
lenge to work for the awards, it 
gave me a goal to work for. It 
has been a great experience." 
"Working through one section 
often involves more than one cate- 
gory. For instance, in the Expedi- 
tion category, we paddled by 
canoe from Rocky Mountain 
House to Fort Garry. That trip 
covered the challenges of plan- 
ning, organizing, team work, four 
days and nights in wild country 
and other categories and skills. In 
another expedition for Silver we 
combined community service with 
a dog-sledding expedition in the 
• foothills. We went as mentors for 
another school, as we had often 
David Jephaon, HRH Prince Edward: It gave me a goal to work for. 
21 real • estate before moving to 
Vancouver in 1989. His older 
brother Wilfred, a member of the 
RCMP, is attending law school in made the trip ourselves. 
"For skills, I learned welding Winnipeg, and his younger brother 
for bronze, swimming and target Michael. has been attending Lan- 
shooting for the silver and gold. gara College in Vancouver. 
"Some people try for only one Jephson's plans for the future 
award, but it is so much more include staying in Terrace, contin- 
worthwhile to go through all the ~uing his construction business and 
steps." marriage to Debbie Belanger of 
• Edmonton. He has found that here 
( 3 -- 
: David=is the son of former Tar- is an interestamong young people 
race residents Judy and Ron Jeph- in the Duke of Edinburgh Award 
skills and fitness, in three steps: son. His father, who died in 1976, program in Terrace, and he has 
bronze for those over the age of was a lawyer with his own prac- been talking with the provincial 
14: silver for over 15: and gold for rice in Terrace. His mother Judy, a organizer Mark Crofton with that 
over 16. former teacher, was with Century in mind. 
No Membership Fee ' . 
Warehouse Prtce. ._.. Volume Dealer. 
I ta  g • Matt resses  at  
Furmture & I " 
r 
I f  yOU wish to announce , 
the birth of YOUR baby, please fill out the form available in the 
maternRy ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. We will pick up your 
forms every week. 
ALFRED - -  Geraldine Wesley and Marvin Alfred are proud to 
announce the birth of their son Cameron Marvin Alfred on Nov. 
18, 1991 weighing 8 Ibs. 8 oz. A little brother for Stephanie 
Kristen. 
BAKER - -Ar ik  and Nicole are pleased to announce the birth 
of their daughter Rachel Geneva on Nov. 8, 1991 weighing 8 
Ibs. 2 oz. 
CRUZELLE - -  Phyllis and Dave are proud to announce the 
birth of their son Dave Alex on Nov. 17, 1991 at 5:00 p.m. 
weighing 7 Ibs. 9 oz. A little brother for Tanya Nicole. 
FENTON - -  Tim and Vicki are pleased to announce the birth 
of their son Christopher Dakota (Dak) on Nov. 22, 1991 
weighing 9 Ibs. 11 oz. A little brother for Courtenay. 
HOLTOM - -  Steve and Chris are the proud parents of son 
Erik Bradley, born Nov. 11, 1991 weighing 7 Ibs. 4 oz. A little 
brother for Kristopher and Sarah. 
LAGACE J Ivan and Verna are proud to announce the birth 
of their daughter Caitlin Stephanie Marie on Nov. 3, 1991 at 
4:46 p.m. weighing 6 Ibs. 11 oz. A little sister for Jennifer. 
McCOLL - -  Lee and Sherry and pleased to announce the 
birth of their son Chad Leland on Oct. 30, 1991 weighing 9 Ibs. 
1 oz. A little brother for Kelly. 
WHYTE - -  Stephen and Darlene are the proud parents of son 
Darren Andrew, born Nov. 13, 1991- at 9:41 p.m. weighing 9 
Ibs. 11 oz. A little brother for Leanne. 
SKEENA MALL 
"EXPECT THE EXTIIAORBINARY" ' 
A=~,_ • WE DELIVER ...,=~. 
1635-4080] 
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by Betty Barton 
The Respite Care Home at 
4832 Loan Ave. is a community- 
based facility funded primarily 
by the Ministry of Social Ser- 
vices and Housing. It provides 
professional services to mentally 
handicapped children and adoles- 
cents, some of whom are also 
physically handicapped, on a 
short-term basis. Tomorrow, 
Dec. 5, the staff are inviting the 
community to take a look at the 
operation at an open house from 
1:00 to 7:30 p.m. 
Committing special needs 
children to institutions or other 
forms of state-operated care is 
becoming a thing of the past. 
Most families with special needs 
children now provide the exten- 
sive care required in their 
homes, and the Ministry of 
Social Services and Housing 
recognizes that they may need 
occasional breaks from their 
everyday responsibilities. The 
Terrace and District Community 
Services Choices Program offers 
that service to families regard- 
less of their income level. They 
and the provincial government 
recognize that respite care is less 
expensive and 'more personal 
than placing the children in 
institutions. 
The service is available to care 
for the children in the event of 
family emergencies, during 
planned holidays, or just to give 
parents and the rest of the fam- 
ily a weekend of rest. The re- 
spite home hopes to be able to 
provide care under more casual 
circumstances, like allowing 
parents to go unaccompanied by
their special needs children to 
doctor's appointments or even 
on an afternoon of shopping in 
the near future. 
The Respite Care Home is in 
its third year of operation. It 
currently provides service to 
approximately 20 families 
throughout the region. Advance 
reservations are recommended, 
particularly for weekends, sum- 
mer holidays, Christmas and 
Easter school breaks. Luanne 
Jeffries, program director for 
Choices, explains, "A lot of 
warmth and care is provided in 
this home-like setting. For a lot 
of parents, it's a life-saved" 
Diane McCrostie, supervisor of 
the home since the fall of 1989, 
says, "Your heart tells you, 
'This is where l want to be.' 
This is where I belong now." 
Diane was a Terrace resident for 
eight years before she moved to 
Salmon Arm for 13 years. There, 
she worked with seniors and 
dreamed of the day when her 
children would be grown and 
she could train to become a 
geriatric/psychiatric nurse. For 
about a month after she took 
over as supervisor of the Respite 
Care Home, she missed the 
verbal feedback of her elderly 
patients. Then she realized that 
the kids were communicating 
with her, but in a different and 
• very special way. 
.:~::~!~.:°: 
i~ ,:ii:/!/!•.? ii ~ 
~;/i::=i: ¸:~II ! />• 
i i ¸ : , / ! : :  • 
The Terrace Respite Home: one way of supporting families who choose the challenge of 
raising special children at home. . . 
One of the Choices upervisors have seizures, and to practice 
says, "Diane has a big heart so non-aversive behaviour manage- 
she hires staff who have the °ment and gentle teaching skills. 
same caring attitude; ~and the 
experience." 
All staff at the Respite Care 
Home are trained to administer 
medication that has been pre- 
scribed by a physician, to ad- 
minister emergency first aid 
treatment and to recognize and 
protect individuals who may 
We're all w inners  i f  
YOU buy  a 1992 Cash Calendar!  
Suppor t  a CT scanner  for the  reg ion .  
~ .~,:::;..: ::,::.,,'.~::.'::~,.,. :~': : :~! '. . ~ i! "i'!~. }'~!~".i~:!:i: 
~:.::.:~.::::,~':.:'~::=;;;~T.;,~ ~:~':,,i~!,~::=:!:~ ; i '~ : : : :~ : : '  ' ' " "  
i . . 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee (riflht~ and his wife Thelma have been supportive of the CT Scanner from the beoinning. 
Other supporters include artist Roy Vickers and Wayne Webber. ]" , , / , , / /~ / I  ,,,/ 
.The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation is a charitable organization. ~ ",,j "~ v t,/-/: 
.Funds raised by the Foundation are used for the purchase of ~/  ~d'1~l' . . .~" '~ Vv d~ Y~" 
diagnostic and medical equipment ~-~ _ , ,~: l~-s1~' t3-  ~"  
• The Foundation is currently fundraising for a CT Scanner . <~,oOU "~,~,6,0.u~. ~.  
for Mills Memorial Hospital to benefit residents of the region. "> 0~/¢ ~W ~¢~t ~'~'~ 
.ACT Scanner in the Northwest will save costly trips L . . )~  d~e.~ ,= ~ 
OUt of the region for diagnosis. ~ ~ " 
Order your calendars NOWI December 23 i s the  closing date. 
Call 635-5178 or 635-6790 
Or write the R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation, 
4720 Haugland Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
They prdvide assistance in all 
aspects of maintenance pro- 
cedures in daily care and rou- 
tines, including feeding, toilet 
training, gt;ooming and bathing. 
The children are encouraged to 
participate in a wide range of 
community recreational activ- 
ities. 
The Home is in operation 24 
hours a day, seven days a week 
including weekends and holi- 
days. A qualified and caring 
person who possesses a valid 
first aid certificate is in attend- 
ance at all times. A ratio of one 
staff member for each child 
being cared for is maintained at 
all times. Four reauiar staff 
members handle day and night 
shifts. A pool of:15 on-ca l l  
people is available as required. 
All children and adolescents 
from birth to 19 years who are 
mentally disabled and live in this 
region may use the service. A 
maximum of five children can be 
cared for at any one time, six in 
an emergency. The average guest 
list on weekends is about four 
children. 
All families and interested 
persons are encouraged to per- 
sonally view the home and take 
the opportunity to meet he staff 
at the open house tomorrow. 
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Lama Rimpoche: Commitment, celibacy and hard work. 
Exi led Buddhist teac-her 
brin s h i losophytoCanad • g P . 
International Year of Tnbet 
by  Bet ty  Bar ton  
Lama Tsenjun Rimpoche was 
in Terrace recently to give a 
public talk on the culture of 
Tibet. The Lama is the recently 
retired senior spiritual teacher of 
the Kagyur Kunkhyab Churing 
(Dharma Centre) in Vancouver. 
In celebration of the Interna- 
tional Year of Tibet, the Terrace 
and District Multicultural Asso- 
ciation, the Terrace and District 
Teachers' Association and 
Northwest Development Educa- 
tion sponsored Lama Rimpoche's 
presentations. 
Lama Rimpoche was forced to 
leave Tibet in 1958 became of 
the.Chinese invasion of the 
country and the aftermath of 
communist dominance. China 
and Tibet had both practised the 
Buddhist philosophy until that 
time. He followed his teacher 
Kalu Rimpoche to Buton, India, 
where he worked for a number 
of years. Lama Rimpoche 
explains that Buddhism teaches 
and advocates the most positive 
karma (cause and effect) which 
brings ultimate happiness. It is 
"a process of training, learning 
and experience through natural 
methods to understanding." 
To become a lama or teacher 
of the Buddhist philosophy, 
Lama Rimpoche says, the 
requirements are commitment, 
celibacy, hard work and three 
years and three months of medi, 
tation and study with other Bud- 
dhist followers. He notes proud- 
ly that Saltspring Island houses 
a centre for this purpose. The 
most recent group began their 
meditation there on Nov. 7. 
Lama Rimpoche did his three 
years, three months meditation 
in India and commenced his role 
as a lama when he came to 
Vancouver in 1971 to establish 
the Dharma Centre. 
Lama Rimpoche shared his 
practical philosophy •with recep- 
tive audiences at Skeena school 
and at a luncheon provided by 
the Terrace and District 
Multicultural Association. Re- 
garding youthful pranks, the 
; ii ilii! i i :i/II ~ 
i i : ; ? i  ~ / 
Lama " explained, "Eastern 
children am trained very strictly 
from a very early age. The 
mother  is the teacher. If you 
don't train them when they're 
small, it's impossible when 
they're big. They have to be 
taught the difference between 
right and wrong." 
In addition to Lama Rim- 
poche's talks, the sponsoring 
organizations put together a 
display on Tibet at the Terrace 
Public Library. The display 
included artifacts from Tibet, 
loaned by Lama Rimpoche. 
Galen Rowell's Calendar of 
Tibet was also be exhibited. It is 
available through Val Burgess 
(Tree of Life Books). 
The five books on Tibet at the 
Terrace Public Library have 
were put on hold for the dur- 
ation of the display to make 
them available for viewing at the 
Library. Those books are now 
back in normal circulation for 
those who are interested in 
learning more about Tibet, its 
people and its culture. 
r 
' C IT"  OF  TERRACE 
• NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING : 
FFi IAL MM ITY PLAN AMENDMENT AND REZ N N APPLI AWl N 
LEGION 
- - . - I  
PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE OFFICIAL COMMUNITY  PLAN 
DESIGNATION 
PARKS AND INSTITUTIONAL 
CHANGED TO CENTRAL COMMERCIAL 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator 
t, OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the City of Terrace Official 
IAKEI.SE AVE. Community Plan Land Use Map (Schedule "B" to By-Law No. 905-1980). 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
- - - ~  The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace, described as: 
Lots 1,2,and 3, Block 1, District Lot 369, Plan 3094; Lot 1, Block 2, District Lot 369, Plan 3094; 
and Lot 4, District Lot 369, Plan 1986, all shown in heavy outline on accompanying map, and Lots 4,5, 
N and 6 of Block 1, District Lot 369, Plan 3094, shown shaded on accompanying map. 
13 THE INTENT: 
i ~ . . .~~~'~~ (a) To change the Official Community Plan designation of the lots. shown in heavy outline in the 
19a6 map, from.. Parks and Institutional toCentral Commercial. 
tOT 4 ~ (b) To change the Official Community Plan designation of the lots, shown shaded on the map, from 
- ~  ~ ..2~,1 Light Industrial t° Central C°mmercial' 
• i ~ 
~1 ~, REZONIN{~ APPL ICAT ION 
D.L. 369 TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to ~end the City of TerraceZoning 
By-Law No. 401-1966 (and amendments thereto); 
~ THE SUBJECT AREA: • 
The application affects the area, within ihe City of Terrace, described as: 
Lots 1,2,and 3, Block 1, District Lot 369,Plan 3094; Lot 1, Block 2, District Lot 369, Plan 3094; 
and Lot 4, District Lot 369, Plan 1986, all shown in heavy outline on accompanying map, and Lots 4,5, 
and 6 of Block 1, District Lot 369, Plan 3094, shown shaded on accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
(a) To change the zoning of the lots, shown in heavy outline on the map, from Administration a d 
UGl-ff INDUSTRIAL Assembly District (P l) to Central Commercial (C l). 
CHANGED TO CENTRAL COMMERCIAL 
. . . .  (b) To change the zoning of the lots, shown shaded on the map, from Light Industrial (M 1) to 
PROPOSED ZONING CHANGES Central Commercial (C 1). 
ADMINISTRATION AND ASSEIdBLY DISTRICT (R) . THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAWS MAY BE INSPECTED 
CHANGED TO CENTRAL COMMERCIAL (Cl) 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m~ to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, from November 26, 1991, to December 
UC, HTtNOOSrRtAt(MO 9, 1991, inclusive, in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
CHANGED TO CENTRAL COMMERCIAL (CO Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any personts) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this application'may doso in writing, and/or in person, AT THE PUBLIC HEARING, TO BE HELD IN 
THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M,, ON MONDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1991. 









ervice g uide;i i. 
published by : 
women's group 
The Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre held an open 
house last week to introduce 
their recently published Pink 
Pages. 
The directory was compiled to 
help Terrace area residents and 
those working in referral and 
advocacy. The centrc's contract 
specifics that a directory should 
be compiled, and a needs assess- 
ment survey done by the 
Women's Centre this summer 
identified a comprehensive s r- 
vices directory as the most 
urgent need. 
The directory covers every 
service from child care and 
development to youth groups, 
with an appendix listing the 
services in alphabetical order. 
Three employees, Debbie 
Bcauregard, Ourpal Aujla and 
Bernadine Drake, were hired 
under Section 25 through the 
Canada Employment Centre to 
work on the project. The three 
women spent a busy three 
months researching at the 
library, reviewing old direc- 
tories, doing personal interviews 
and using resources at the Ter- 
race Parks and Recreation De- 
partment, which keeps a list of 
non-profit organizations and 
their contacts for the area. 
They entered the information 
on computer. Debbie says, "The 
fun part was putting it into the 
computer and sorting it out." 
When asked what Section 25 
work experience had done for 
her, Debbie responded, "It's 
given me the opportunity to 
work here, I've gained practical 
and people skills, I've been 
given the opportunity to get to 
know the community in depth, 
and it's made me realize how 
much Terrace has to offer." The 
final step was confirming the 
information before it was pub- 
i :  "~"~"  " '~:~i . :  
: i 
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The Pink Pages: a comprehensive service directory, and an urgent need. 
lished. 
Two hundred copies of the 
Pink Pages were printed to be 
distributed to all the service 
ccntres attending last week's 
open house, and the rest will be 
distributed by hand this week. 
Copies of the directory are 
available for examination at the 
Women's Resource Centre on 
Park Ave., next to the Aquatic 
Centre. The Women's Centre's 
Mcera Nair says they plan to 
update the directory annually if 
their funding allows it. 
Northwest Art.s And ............................................................. ......................................................................................................... 
~ ~ r t ~  i n m e ~ . t  ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~  ...........  ..... .................................... ~1 .............  ~.i . . . . .   
: : 3', 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Dec.9, 7:30 p.m. m Clarence Michiel and Uplands band concert " 
• Dec 10, 7:30 pm m Copper Mountain Christmas concert 
Association Annual 
Arts & Crafts Fair 
Saturday December 7 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Terrace Public Art Gallery 
(lower level of the 
Public Library) 
Featuring - 
works of local artists 
and regional artists 
Including - photography, 
native crafts, fabric arts, 
pottery, paintings, 
weaving, jewellery, etc. 
• Dec 11, 7 pm m Kiti K'shan Christmas concert ~ ,~,~j~~t~ ~, t r~~ ~,~ ~t~~~l~{{ 
The Terrace Inn, Gigi's 1 ! }, .~ 
• Until Dec7 - -  Wanted Alive 
Nort. hem Motor Inn, George's Pub ~ ~i" 
• Until Dec 14 m Long Gone ~ ~ 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 ~ ~- 
• Every Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday- Da ~' 
• Every Men. - -  cnbbage 7:30 p.m. 
• Every second Thursday - -  bridge 7:30 p.m. ~ ;~ 
Terrace Public Art Gallery ~ 
Dec. 7 ~ Christmas Arts and Crafts Show .............. ~ ~ I~ 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts. Centre ~ ~ ~  y@~ ~ ~ 
• Dec.5,6,7, 7:30 p .m. -  Grease, a Pnnce Rupert Secondaw School ~ ~r=@l~r@~ ~ ' ~ ~  ~'~@~ 
production i ~= 
• Dec14,8 pm-  "l~.e Phantom Concert, ~ ~ (~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  ~lf~4~T 
presented by the Pnnce Rupert Concert See=sty ~ 
Book for New p Kitimat Centennial Museum . ~ = ~ year s Eve ~ • • = l Until Dec .24-  Our Room .With A View, !he. seasons captured in textiles ~ • .e 
the seas°ns ave °n artists'" and pottery b! five local a~sts. "Th,s exh,b,t,on ,sa window into the ~e~ I  Gala Celebrahon 
This Column Sponsored By: ~,~ Deluxe'Priunsie BR~bDinner"~ eluxe Prime Rib ro er ~ ~e 
"Dan's Musical ~Varieties" ~ ~. 
Lat~ck .Par ty  Favours & Prizes [ 
[e - $30 single ~. 
Gigi's Pub 
"Baron of. Beef" Buffet 
i Live Music by Vendetta, 
Party 'till 3:00 a.m, 
4720 Lazelle Ave., rerrece B.C. Ph. 638.M2i i ~i Fax 638-04221 ~ S20perpe~n ~= 
, . . . . . . . . .  ~i,,,,, ,,,' ~ ~ !i:i/i ~ ~. I _  ~ ~ ~ t r ~ . ~ t ~ ¢ ~ ~ * . ~  
, i i ii i I II I . ' ' 7  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ; -~  . . . .  ; * -~-  . . . . . . . . . .  







Reviews of books from the 
Terrace Public Library 
by  Harrier 
FJaagesund 
J 
Circle of Fear by Hussein Sumaida with Carole Jerome 
Adult non-fiction published by Stoddart Publishing Co. 
Hussein Sumaida is currently living undercover inCanada, in 
hiding from the Iraqi secret service. In March 1990 he finally 
escaped from Iraq and the Mukhabarat, the most feared arm of 
Iraq's security system. His crime? In 1984, while studying in 
Manchester, England, he joined the Mossad, the security and intel- 
ligence force of Israel, Iraq's sworn enemy. This was considered 
the ultimate act of betrayal against his country. 
The son of Ali Mahmoud Hussein, one of the founders - -  
along with Saddam Hussein - -  of the Ba'th Party and a corrupt op 
government official in Lraq, Hussein and his family enjoyed the 
life of the pampetexl e ite. By the time he was 16 the family had 
travelled to more than two dozen countries, including most of 
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East. There were stopovers at 
luxurious pas and lavish shopping trips to Paris and Beirut. 
But underlying all this privilege was the monstrously inhuman 
cruelty of the Ba'th Party as they slowly and systematically turned 
Iraq into a police state. Torture and killings over the slightest flick- 
er of disloyalty were commonplace. Hussein's home life was little. 
better, he grew up the innocent victim of his abusive father's hate. 
This book gives us a chilling inside view of a country shrouded 
in politics and fear, including alook at the nuclear eactor Osirak, 
which may now be active. 
Needful Things by Stephen King 
• ~ : Adult fiction published by Viking 
i ~ Remember Custle Rock, Maine, that quaint little town in 
Stephen King's imagination where all sorts of interesting things 
happen.., where Sheriff Alan Pangborn is in charge of keeping the 
peace? Sure, you know the place well, you've been there dozens of 
• times before. You know just about every nook and cranny ~d are 
privy to all its nasty little secrets, right? Not•much could !mppe n in ,.. 
Castle Rock that would surprise you, right? Well, a new shop is 
about o open its doors. 
Leland Gaunt calls his shop Needful Things. At Needful 
Things there is a little bit of everything; something for everyone. 
The prices are high, very high indeed, but that doesn't stop people 
from buying. Not one little bit. The secret of Mr. Gaunt's uccess 
is that he knows just about everything is for sale - -  love, hope, 
&earns evenhuman souls. By the end of the first week, business is 
fairly booming. ~ 
But there is something downright strange about Needful 
Things. Just ask 11-year-old Brian Rusk. He was Gaunt's first cus- 
tome.r: what he wanted more than anything else in the whole wide 
world was a '56 Sandy Koufax baseball card. Except... he didn't 
actually know he wanted it, nor could he explain why it was signed 
"To my good friend Brian, with best wishes, Sandy Koufax." 
Coincidence? 
SOCIAL SERVICES 1 
TRAINING PROGRAM 
The College of New Catsdon!a.!s a.oce.P.tin.g applica, tion_s.!or the 
Social Services (Developmenta,y uisavteo ~pecialty)./his cer- 
students to work with mentally handi- tificate prog. ram prepares . . . . . . . . .  
capped indtviduals in a variety ot seutngs. ~ nero are six courses 
and one practicum. All courses are in a distance education (cor- 
respondence) format and can be combined with full-time employ- 
ment. Applicants who are not currently employed in this field 
should have as a career goal, working with developmentally dis- 
abled children or adults. 
The admission requirement are Grade 12 graduation, G.E.D. or 
mature student status with related work experience. 
The courses being offered in the spring semester are: 
SSTP 130 - Physical Care 
SSTP 140-  Interpersonal & Organizational Relations 
SSTP 160 - Ethics and the Paraprofessional 
SSTP 180 - Applied Behavior Analysis 
SSTP 183-  Teaching Language to the Developmentally 
Delayed 
SSTP 199 - Practlcum . _ 
-For more information and registration package contact. College 
of New Caledonm Counselling Department, 561-5818 or Admis- 
sions and Registration 561-5800. Early apphcation ~s recom- 
mended as seats are limited. No applications will be accepted 
. . . .  ,-, . . . .  t~a ,  q l  1f l91  for the January Semester. 
Hudson Hawk 
Starring Bruce Willis, Danny 
AieUo, Andie MacDowell. Pro- 
duced by Joel Silver. Directed by 
Michael Lehmann. Rating: R. 
Rm~ning time: 95 minutes. 
Eddie "the Hawk" Hawkins 
(Willis) is just about he world's 
most famous cat burglar. But after 
10 long years in prison, he's 
decided to change his ways and go 
straight. Which may be easier said 
than done, since both the mob and 
the CIA have plans to blackmail 
Eddie and his partner (Aiello) into 
committing the crime of the centu- 
ry  ~ they want Eddie to steal 
three DaVinci masterpieces from 
the most heavily-guarded muse- 
ums in the world. 
Since he really doesn't have 
much choice, Eddie sets out to do 
just that. But tittle things keep get- 
ring in his way. He runs into a 
schizophrenic nan (MacDowell) 
who is somehow involved in all 
this, the lp'eedy, powerful and 
totally maniacal Minerva and Dar- 
win Mayflower are dogging his 
heels, and worst of all, hen falling 
in love with the nun! 
At the heart of this whole dis- 
aster is a dusty old legend about 
turning lead into gold. If it wasn't 
so serious it would be laughable. 
It's enough to give a poor cat bur- 
glar nightmares! 
FX 2 
Sta "ng Brya~ Brown, Brian 
De~hy.  Pr~uced by Dodi 
Fayed, Jack Wiener. Directed by 
Richard Franklin. Rating: PG-13. 
Running time: 107 minutes. 
Five years have passed since 
special effects (FX) expert Rollie 
Tyler (Brown) and cop Leo 
McCarthy (Dennehy) teamed up to 
pull a sting olgration on the mob. 
But something went very wrong; 
Leo was drummed off the police 
force and Rollie decided to get out 
of the FX business. Leo eventually 
became aprivate detective and 
Rollie turned to designing high- 
q4 -z 
ne ikst Fares las~ i~ ~M Wedl 
i t , ,  ~ : i  t~eL  your 
Welcome Wagon hmt, e~. 
KAREN: 638-0707 
Assistants: 
Eleta Moye, Gillian Wilde 
& Natalie Wiens 
tech toys. 
Then when the police ask for 
Ronio's help to catch a very nasty 
homicidal maniac, he reluctantly 
agrees, He devises an elaborate 
trap to catch the killer but discov- 
ers too late that he whole scam is 
really a set-up to hide a massive 
conspiracy. An undercover officer 
is killed, and Rollie's on the rim. 
Now the only person he can 
team up together. Other than a lot 
of murky clues that seem to lead 
everywhere and nowhere, they 
have little to go on. But Leo sus- 
• peers there is much more to this 
case than just a simple cover-up. 
Then a dying convict provides 
what may be the missing clue to 
the puzzle. 
A couple of young Kitwsnga residents, four-year-old Kim 
Jones and her eight-year-old brother Chad, discovered all 
kinds of exciting things during a visit to Terrace last weekend, 
among them the Terrace Centennial Lions crab sale at4he 
Lakelse Ave. Petro-Canada service station. The Centennial 
Lions will be open for business again on Dec. 14 and 15 with 
an offering of crab, shrimp and prawns. 
This Festive Season, 
don't let your gift 
packages get tied 
up in security 
For your personal safety, a l l  
parcels'carried on board aircraft ~ • 
may be opened at the security 
screening ••checkpoint. 
This festive season, don't let your 
gift packages get tied up in security. 
Wrap all carry-on presents at your 
dest inat ion .  , . . . .  
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
from your awport staff 
~:~:~:~:~::::~::::.:~:~:~:~:::~:~:::::~:~:::~:~:.~:~::~.:i: ~ ~: ~ :. ;:~!~:: .:: ~ .:: I ~ :?.II~:~: I:? ;~ .~I~II:~:~I~:II I ~:" ~:. i~ii iii~ii:~i; ~i: ~I: 
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St. John Ambulance sets 
the standard in first aid 
by Ted Strachan 
Terrace now has a St. John 
Ambulance Brigade. It may 
mean something different to 
each individual, but it is some- 
thing of importance to everyone. 
Whether you're a housewife, 
babysitter, office worker, secre- 
tary or mill worker.., you need 
to know how to prevent acci- 
dents, and what to do if preven- 
tion doesn't work. You need to 
know what to do in any kind oi~ 
medical emergency. Because 
knowing what to do can lessen 
the severity of the injury and 
perhaps even save a life. 
Are you prepared? If the 
answer is "No", St. John Ambu- 
lance training is for you. If the 
answer is "Yes", you should still 
assess your preparedness. Have 
you received a level of training 
where you feel completely com- 
fortable in your home or work 
environment? Is your training up 
to date? St. John Ambulance 
training might be for you too. 
St. John Ambulance has some- 
thing for everyone: basic, sur- 
vival and industrial level first 
aid, child-oriented first aid for 
parents, grandparents, teachers 
and anyone else responsible for 
the safety of infants or children, 
and cardio-pulmonary resuscita- 
tion (CPR) for infants, children 
and adults. 
Thereare programs that:pro-' 
mote family health care and 
healthy aging, caring for the 
aging, and a special course 
entitled "What Every Babysitter 
Should Know". This program 
teaches the skills necessary for 
babysitting infants, toddlers and 
preschoolers, and as in other St. 
John programs the emphasis is 
on safety and coping with emer- 
gency situations. 
You may want to do more than 
simply prepare yourself, how- 
ever. By joining the Brigade you 
become an instructor or help in 
some other way to make every- 
one in your community safety- 
conscious and prepared to help 
in the event of an emergency. If 
everyone is trained, there should 
always be someone to help, 
In Canada, there are 11,000 
uniformed Brigade volunteers, 
8,900 nationally-certified in- 
structors and 305 permanent 
staff members. These dedicated 
community workers offer about 
two million hours of their time 
each year providing first aid 
corporate donations, and the sale 
of first aid kits. The first aid 
kits, which range in price 
between $20 and $183, include 
everything fro m personal, auto 
and marine kits to No. I and No. 
2 industrial first aid kits. So 
when you need a first aid kit, 
get in.touch with St. •John Am. 
bulance. It will meet your needs 
and their needs too. 
The following is a list of sche- 
duled events and training pro- 
grams that will be offered over 
the next two months. Arrange- 
ments are currently being made 
for a training facility, watch the 
Terrace Review for more infor- 
mation. For more information on 
the Brigade and training pro- 
grams scheduled for Terrace 
phone Ron Knoedler at 638- 
8136. 
Dec. 14.15 - -  Standard First 
Aid. This is a modular course 
for those wishing to learn more 
than basic first aid skills. It is 
also a prerequisite tothe Nation- 
al First Aid and CPR Instructor 
Training Program that will be 
offered at a later date. Cost $60, 
training time 13 hours. 
Dee. 15 will be your first op- 
portunity to get involved by 
attending a St. John Brigade 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Find out 
what it's all about and learn how 
you might help make our com- 
munity healthier and safer. 
Dee. 16-19 --- Save That 
Child. A program .designed to 
enable people to be more skilled 
in basic first aid techniques, 
safety tips, choking and CPR for 
children and infants; valuable 
training for anyone responsible 
for the care and safety of 
children. Cost $20 each or $30 
per couple. Training time 4~ 
hours, 
Dee. 21---Emergency First 
Aid. A modular course equival- 
ent to WCB survival first aid 
which offers the basic first aid 
skill needed to sustain life and 
manage an accident scene. Cost 
$40. Training time 6½ hours. 
Jan. 4-5 - -  Standard First 
Aid. 
Jan. 6 - -  Save That Child. 
Jan. 6 or Jan. 13 (TBA) - -  
First Aid Instructors Course. 
Qualifies you for instruction in 
standard, emergency and child 
safety first aid programs. Also 
gives you the •ticket you need to 
teach all CPR courses. Cost 
approximately $125. Training 
time five days, six hours per 
day. '~ 
Jan. 9 ~ A St. John Brigade 
meeting will be held at 7:30 
p.m. 
Jan. 11-  Emergency First 
Aid. 
Jan. 13 - -  Child and Infant 
CPR, Level 'D'. Cardio-pulmon- 
ary resuscitation (CPR) and 
choking manoeuvres for infant 
casualties and children between 
the ages of one and eight years. 
Jan. 13-27 (tentative) - -  
Workers' Compensation Board 
Industrial First Aid. Cost $395. 
Training time, 10 days, eight 
hours per day. 
Jan. 18 - -  Babysitter train. 
ing and first aid. "What Every 
Babysitter Should Know" 
teaches the skills necessary to 
babysit infants, toddlers, and 
preschoolers. The emphasis i on 
safety and coping with,emerg- 
ency situations. Open to ages 11 
and older. Cost approximately 
$15. Training time 6-8 hours. 
Jan. 24 - - -S tandard  First 
Aid. 
Jan. 27 - -  Save That Child. 
Jan. 30 - -  Save That Child. 
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services at community events 
and traln!ng over 413,000 people 
in first aid, 165,000 in CPR and 
15,000 in first aid. 
Another point to remember 
when you're thinking of com- 
munity commitment, is the fact 
that St. John Ambulance Brig- 
ades across Canada rely on 
revenues from their reasonably 
priced training programs for 
about 65 percent of the money 
they need to operate those pro- 
grams. 
The balance of their funding 
comes from other sources such 
as the United Way, private and 
Nine people took part in an instructors program offered on a 
recent weekend by Terrace St. John Ambulance coordinator 
Ron Knoedler. As a result, a variety of St. John Ambulance 
First Aid courses will be offered in Terrace soon. Above, 
trainee and volunteer victim Kim Scott is shown with trainee 
Bobble Harrison. 
Constitutional 
reform is about 
many things. 
But mostly it's about you. 
¢t recognizing the right of aboriginal 
peoples to govern themselves while being 
protected by Canadian law 
¢~ ensuring recognition ofQuebec's distinc- 
tiveness and of minority language groups 
¢, reforming the Senate to make it elected, 
effective and much more equitable than 
it is now 
strengthening Canada's economic 
union so Canadians can work and conduct 
business anywhere inthe country 
guaranteeing property rights. 
As Canadians, we are now facing one of 
the most important challenges in our 
history. Proposals have been put forward 
by the Government of Canada to improve 
our Constitution. These proposals, for a 
more united and prosperous Canada in 
which all Canadians can feel at home, are 
currently being reviewed by a special 
parliamentary committee. They will also be 
considered by a series of conferences run 
by independent Canadian organizations. 
Some o/the proposals include'. 
¢, a Canada clause that speaks of our 
hopes and dreams as Canadians, .:.~:~::~ ...... Get involved and find out more about 
our values, our diversity, our tole- ~ how these proposals will shape the 
rance and our generosity ofspirit ~~,~K-~F~ - :'mlcdlil"h future of Canada. call toll-free: 
1-800- 61-1188 
Deaf or hearing impaired call: b800-567-1992 OTYfrDD) 
CanadR 
Shaping Canada's Future Together 
DIAPER 
THE ONLY CHOICE FOR 
YOUR BABY 
. |  
CONTACT 
IAN & FRANCES MONR0 
638-8720 
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Golden anniversary 
for the Johnstones 
by Nancy er r  
Family and friends gathered on 
Nov. 11 to celebrate the golden 
wedding anniversary of Lloyd and 
Lorraine Johnstone at their home 
at LakelseLake. 
Buffeting wind and torrential 
rain outdoors went unheeded in 
the warmth indoors as friends of 
many Years greeted one another, 
exchanging stories and reminis- 
cences. New generations were 
introduced and exclaimed over. 
The years lipped by in moments. 
On Nov. 11, 1941, Lorraine, 
the daughter of Leila and Edward 
T. Kenney (later the B.C. Minister 
of Forests), and Lloyd, son of May 
and Bruce Johnstone, pioneer 
developers of the Lakelse Lake 
Hot Springs, were married by Rev. 
Rowland in the United Church on 
Lakelse Avenue, attended by Dud- 
ley Little as best man and Mar- 
garet Fulton, sister of the bride, as 
bridesmaid. Ushers were Stan 
Brooks, uncle of the bride, and 
Ben Agar, good friend of the 
groom. During the ceremony a
duet, "O Perfect Love", was sung 
by Marie Piffer and Onalee 
Kirkaldy. 
"The day was chosen for sever- 
alvery practical reasons," said 
Lorraine, "chiefly because it was 
the day that my sister could come 
and that the train connected with 
Prime Rupert." 
After joining up in 1942, Lloyd 
Spent he next three years in vari- 
ous postings in eastern Canada 
and finally Vancouver before 
coming back to Terrace to go into 
business with partner Clarence 
Michiel, former principal of 
Kalum School. That business was 
the landmark J & M Hardware 
Store on the comer of Kalum St. 
and Lakelse Avenue. Later it 
became J & M Truck and moved 
to Eby St. and Highway 16. In 
1967, Lloyd decided to try his 
hand at local government and Was 
elected first as alderman and then 
later in 1972-74 as mayor. 
To commemorate he anniver- 
sary, all the Johnstone family were 
present for the celebration: daugh- 
ter Marilyn and husband Doug 
McLeod; granddaughters Lisa 
from BCIT and Carrie of Terrace; 
son Mel and wife Anita (nee 
LeFranc, Kitimat); and grandson 
Gavin from Sidney, B.C.; son 
Bruce and wife Sandy (nee Place); 
and grandchildren David, Krista 
and Andrew of Terrace. 
Also attending were Lorraine's 
family: brother Ed Kenney with 
Barbara nd daughter Jennifer; sis- 
ters Norma Morrison with Mar- 
garet Baxter and Cathy Morrison; 
sister Margaret Fulton and hus- 
band Clarence from Vernon, B.C. 
Among the many guests were 
former residents Doug and Bea 
(Fleming) Littie from Penticton; 
Harry and Rosemary Phillips, Sid- 
ney; Elliot Head, Victoria; Enid 
Van Stolk, Sidney; and Bill Ross, 
Stewart. 
On the evening prior to the 
anniversary, out-of-town guests 
and family held a reunion supper 
, at Mount Layton Hot.Springs, the 
• site of'the original Hot Springs 
development in 1910 and the first 
home of Lloyd Johnstone in 1916. 
Following the conclusion of our Close Out Sale, 
the ,~'emaining stocks at All Baba Oriental Carpets 
Ltd. must be liquidated at the fall of the gavel. 
GIANT ONE DAY ONLY 
UNRESERVED 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
Hundreds of fine quality hand knotted 
PERSIAN CARPETS 
Room size area rugs and runners of all sizes in wool and silk 
and wool blend all must be liquidated. Confirmed origins 
from Iran, Pakistan, India, China, Turkey and Afghanistan. 
If you visited All Baba Oriental Carpets Ltd. in White Rock, 
B.C. in the past and saw carpets you wished you could 
afford, now is the time to take advantage Of the 
EXTR A SAVINGS 
available at th=s unreserved auction. 
AUCTION WILL BE HELD AT: 
TERRACE INN 
4551 GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1991 
at 2 p.m. sharp, viewing from 1 p.m. 
10% freight, brokerage, warehousing charges to be added. 
When Canadians 
work tozether we can 
take on the world and u n. 
To succeed intoday's world, 
Canadians must be able to compete 
bemuse our jobs directly depend 
Ul~.~ it. Our competitiye edge will 
the prosperity @e want or 
ourselves and our children. Prosper- 
ity that's measured not only by pro- 
ductivity but by better jobs, greater 
opportunities foryoung Canadians, 
support for health, social and senior 
citizen programs- and more. 
We can achieve it by investing in
our own abilities and being acountry 
that says.., yes we can. 
Yes we can. 
We've got the proof.. 
A look at some of Canada's success 
stori~ proves itcan be done.., with 
real benefits for individuals, the 
communities they live in and for 
Canadian i dustry. 
Hundreds ofCanadian companies 
are achieving remarkable internation- 
al success. They're creating jobs, 
developing ew skills and opportuni- 
ties for thousands of Canadians and 
creating markets around the world 
for Canadian products. 
Yes zoo cay/. 
e~ve got the ability to 
la Ot101,0" 81d.CCgSSeS. 
~/e haw a history of working in 
cooperation with others for world 
dass achievements i  Peacekeeping, 
medicine and space xploration. _ 
Now, with business, labour, govern- 
ments, academic and social groups 
working together, we can achieve 
prosperity hrough international 
competitiveness. But there is one 
more critical factor:. Canada's ulti- 
mate potential depends on the com- 
mitment ofindividual Canadians. 
Yes we caFL 
We've got the pc~le. 
It's time now to u~ite'around our
greatest economic challenge v t... 
preparing for a prosperous mture. 
As individuals, there's a lot we can 
do. Put yourself inthe picture 
through further education rskills 
development programs. 
As parents, we can encourage our 
children to stay in school longer and 
start career planning activities sooner. 
As employers, we can think of 
training as a business investment and 
encourage a work environment 
where xcellence and a commitment 
to learning are celebrated. Finally, as 
Canadians, we can become a positive 
part of the process through involve- 
ment in the consultations on our 
economic future. 
I I 
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Seniors get the 
?!-i~:=:: ! . ?  
royal treatn,ent i. . . . .  ::/: 2~,;~.. 
I! 
Heather Breffeld, Second Princess The room fdled to capacity and ~ ~: • ' 
Nikki Schaffhauser, Laura Flynn, almost into the hall with faces and ~ '~ :: ~ r~ i~ 
Debbie Dodd and Tina Apple, figures well known to everyone in ~ W'~'#, ~ / - 
spent a busy day entertaining Terrace. The afternoon was : ~... :~:/.::! 
seniors in the community, livened with Juliet Tremblay's .... " ' 
Miss Terrace Shelley O'Brien songs and carols on the accordion. ~: ~ :,,~ :~::,,~ 
was in Victoria, and unable to "I've played ever since Iwas a lit- ~:i~:~ ~'~:~~:~ ~ ~: 
attend, de girl:' she said. "We lived about ..... ~.! ~:'~: ' ~.,~...,.~ . .. " " 
At noon the retinue of 11 mileSmy south of Montreal. I [~  i ~'~ !i~!::~ :,i ,~_ , .... ::!%~ ~:~:~,~:~: 
. . . . . . . .  ".. ~...~:,~ . - . : :~:a%~:?:!: i  ~ i ~ Princesses were at the Tuck found great grandma's accor- :.i:: I :. 
i Avenue seniors' residence, where (lion in the attic and started play- : .............. ! ~,~ a magnificent meal was served in ing with it. My Dad bought me a ~ ~ ........... ~: : .:~:~ii: ~ ':..~,: the community lounge. Traditional new one when he realized I could ] ; .... ... ,:~.:~:~::~:~:~ ~:: i ,i ~ ~ .... 
r:.  , ,  : "  , . .  
• . : ,  . 
' .•  " •2. £ " i " 
: i  ~ 
turkey, ham, vegetables and a dell- play it. I 've been playing ever 
cious array of salads had been pre- 
pared by the members of the Miss 
Terrace Pageant committee under 
the chairmanship of Crispina Cote, 
with the help of Yvonne Moen, 
Annette McColl and mothers and 
supporters of the girls. The mer- 
chants of Terrace had donated 
flowers, favours and food in gen- 
erous quantities, and gifts and 
prizes which brought smiles from 
the recipients. 
Special guests invited for the 
occasion were Cliff Best and his 
wife as well as the Anglican min- 
ister, Ray. Eugene Miller. Cliff, 
recendy retired fire chief of Ter- 
race, has taken the Tuck Avenue 
seniors under his wing, 
Later in the day, the Princesses 
and their helpers took another wel- 
come dinner to the residents of the 
Willows apartments on Kalum SL 
since and I used to play the mouth 
organ, too. Now I have a piano in 
my suite which I really enjoy. But 
I never learned to read music, I
just play what I hear and it makes 
my life happy." 
Special guests at the Willows 
were Salvation Army Lt. Mike 
Hoeft, his wife and two children, 
as well as the apartment manager 
Cecile Empson. 
"We are so proud of our home 
here," said Cecile, on a short tour 
of the facility. "We just received 
new furniture. It has really bright- 
ened up the rooms." 
"We have 39 units altogether, 
with a lounge on each floor. And 
we are very proud tO be able3o 
accommodate four people who are 
blind. They are finding it very 
comfortable, too." 
Terrace seniors at both the Willows apartments and the Tuck Ave. residence were the 
recipients of some good will spread around by the Miss Terrace court-Nov. 24 as the ladies 
served lunch and dinner to some of the areas most distinguished citizens. 
'Good life' in Northwest leads 
to Tuck Ave, for hardy sennor 
The Tuck Avenue seniors' Gunnar came to Canada in 
apartments, which official ly 
opened May 25, 1968, has been a 
welcome home to many of the 
area's oldtimers; some have been 
residents almost since it opened. 
Gunnar Edlund, 86, has been 
there for 18 years and finds it very 
comfortable. He used to return to 
his Kitselas home in the summer 
to put in his garden. Recently he 
sold the property, but still enjoys 
occasional visits there. 
Gunner Edlund: Wasn't much 
at Terrace in those days. 
Thursday, Dec. 12 - -  Support Group meeting for persons suffedng from 
M.E. (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic 
Fatigue and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the down- 
stair~-meeting room of the Terrace Public Library. For more information, 
please contact Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Thursday, Dec. 12 - -  Regular monthly meeting of the B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners' Organization, Branch 73, at 2 p.m. at the Happy Gang Centre, 
3226 Kalum St. For further information, phone 635-9090. 
December 13 and 14 - -  It's a puppet showlt The Terrace Public Library 
presents two short plays: the first is an East Indian folk tale, "The Tiger, the 
Brahmin and the Jackal', and the second is "Mole and Troll Trim the Tree". 
There will be two performances: Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Admission is free and everyone is welcome. For more information, please 
call the library at 638-8177. 
December '13, 14, 20 and 21 - -  The Terrace Figure Skating Club will have 
a gift wrap table in the Skeena Mall. We look forward to seeing you there 
and wrapping your Christmas gifts for you. 
Our Coming Events column Is a public service offered by the Terrace 
Review. Deadline Is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mallsd in 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or In legible 
writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, comer of Apsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, on the last Thursday of each month from 2 to 4 p.m., 
or phone 638-1518 for a taped message or further information. 
Until December 14 - -  Interested in improving your English? Join an 
Advanced English as a Second Language class meeting at the Reading 
Place (next to the Tillicum Twin Theatres). For more information, call 
635-9119. 
Wednesday, Dec. 4 "The  Terrace Little Theatre will hold a general meet- 
ing at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St., at 7:30 p.m. New to the world 
of theatre? Join usl Call 635-2942 for more information. 
Saturday, Dec..7 - -  Knox United Church Christmas tea and bazaar will be 
held at the church, 4907 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, from 2 to 4 p.m. Do your 
Christmas shopping early. Everyone welcome. 
Saturday, Dec. 7 - -  Christmas arts and crafts sale sponsored by the 
Terrace Art Association• from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the lower level of the 
Terrace Public Library. Come and do all your last minute shoppingl 
Saturday, Dec. 7 - -  Pancake breakfast at the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 
Kalum St., from 8 to 11 a.m. Sponsored by the B.C. Old Age Pensioners' 
Organization. Everyone welcome. Phone 635-9090 for further information. 
Sunday, Dec. 8 - -  Shames Mountain Ski Club ski racing program; ages 
seven to 12 for Nancy Green Ski League, 11 and up for Alpine racing, 
every Sunday starting Dec. 8 from 1 to 3 p.m. (10 a.m. to noon optional for 
technical development). Paid professional/assistant coaching by volun- 
teers. Register by calling Michael at 638-1698 or Peggy at 638-8370. 
Tuesday, Dec. 10 ~ Choices Program annual Christmas party on Dec. 21 
at the Terrace Arena banquet room. Doors open at 6 p.m., supper at 6:30 
p.m. Tickets are less expensive if purchased before Nov. 29. Final cut-off 
date to purchase tickets is Dec. 10. Children under five are free. 
Friday, Jan. 10 - -  The Pacific Northwest Music Festival committee 
reminds competitors and teachers that the deadline date for entry into the 
Festival is Jan. 10, 1992. The Festival dates are March 30 to April 11: 
Syllabuses and entry forms are available from Sight and Sound in Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert, from the public libraries in Terrace and Kitlmat 
and from the Secretary, P.O. Box 456, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5. 
Jan. 28, Feb. 4, 18, March 3 end 10 m Diabetic Clinics will be held. Two- 
day clinic for Type I and II diabetics Jan. 28, Feb. 4, March 3 and 10; one- 
day refresher on Feb. 18. A doctor's referral is required for the clinics. 
Contact Mills Memorial Hospital dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050 for further 
information. 
Aug. 7, S and 9, 1992 - -  A Patriquin family reunion is being planned in 
Truro, Nova Scotia. Please contact Mrs. Mildred Ens, Coverdale Road, 
R.R. #1, Salisbury, New Brunswick, E0A 3E0. 
1927 from his native Sweden, and 
after working his way across 
Canada "on farms and even in 
ditches" he says, he found himself 
in Prince Rupert on his way to 
Prince George by rail. 
"The year of the Big Flood," he 
says. "1936. That's the year I 
came to Terrace. There I was in 
Rupert with a ticket to Prince 
George and there were all the train 
tracks washed out all along the 
Skeena. So I started walking... 
there was no road then and I had 
to walk the tracks. 
"I kept walking until I got to 
Kwinitsa, where there was•a 
sawmill and houses. The train 
crew were looking for anyone who 
could work to get the tracks fixed. 
The tracks were every which way, 
hanging in the air, buckled like 
corkscrews, washed right away in 
places. 
"So I worked there for a few 
months, then came on to Temce; 
there wasn't much at Terrace in 
those days and I went on to Kites- 
las where rite houses were all over" 
the place from being washed away 
in the flood. Lots of work there. 
"l've been working around 
here ever since, mills, railways. 
roads, whatever. A good life." 
Pearl Gassier is another who 
has been living in the Tuck apart- 
ments for severalyears. She used 
to own the Agar Ave. Red and 
White store. Her suite is a show 
piece. 
"l'm known as the Plant 
Lady," she says, and it is easy to 
see why. The fn'st thing you notice 
as you come into her attractive 
rooms is the many-tiered Plant 
stand glowing with light and 
colour, plants of every description 
blooming in a profusion of shapes 
and shades. It is beautiful and 
fights up the whole room. 
"It doesn't matter what the 
weather is outside," she says. "I 
just turn my back to the window, 
and there it is, sunshine and 
f l owem."  ' 






Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
MassoTimes: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 
Pastor: 
Fr. Allan F.Noonan 
O.M.I. 
635-2313 
St, Matthew's Anglican .Church 
Holy Eucharist: 
10:00 a.m. 
• Sunday School: 
• 10:00 a.m. • 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Priest in Charge: 
• Ray. Eugene Miller 
635-9019 
II / Morning Worship - 11:30 a.m. 
II / Sunday School : 10:15 a.m. Ill Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad _ I 
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday: 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Ole Unruh - 635-7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m 
635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: Pastor: 
(for all ages) 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Tgrrace Full Gospel (~hristian Fellowshin 




3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 
i Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Elizabeth 
10:30 a.m. Starkey IlL 
Sunday School: • Youth Group: II 
• 10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. l i  
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635.6014 | 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. Pastor: • 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. John Caplin 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. Associate Pastor: 
" . • Cliff Siebert, , 
3511 Eby Street 635-2434 
[ , . The. Alliance Church 
" F, amlly Bible School: 9:30 a.m. Sr.Pastor: 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. • Jake Thiessen 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. Ass't Pastor: 
All are Cordially Invited Doug Ginn 
• •4923Agar Ave. 635-7725 635-7727 
- I  i i 
• .,Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday .Services: Pastor: 
. . . .  10i00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter'Sluys-635-2621 
, Coffee Break, Ladles Bible Study .. 
September - May, S:30 a,m. to 1.1:00 a.m.. 
3602 Sparks • 635-7207 









Dorothy Bailey, Saanicht0 n 
Claude Mercereau, Terrace 
Edward Somrnerfeld, S. Hazelton 
John LeSage, Kitimat 
Tammy Malkow Dunham, Stewart 








TheSe t ;  aoCnifl~e N;:ct he ::'~'tu eMs ~ :k  ~; e:t' ~1Vrya 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to women ano memoers are always welcome. -(~r wu tHu 
children. Phone 635-6447. phone Jo at 638-8061. 
The Alzheimer Support Group holds monthly Attention: Girls and Women --  If you are 
informational meetings on the last Thursday of each 
month at 2 p.m. at Terraceview Lodge. New members 
are most welcome. For more information, please call 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival committee 
meets on the second Tuesday of every month. New 
e bers are always welco e. For further information 
Gillian at 635-3381. 
Every Thursday evening Is Cribbage Night at 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in the 
community is invited to drop in and catch the action. 
Terrace Toastmasters - -  Do you find it difficult to 
piepare and give a talkq Turn to Toastmasters for help. 
Meetings are the first and third Tuesday of each month 
at thectna, of the~West: at 7:30 p.m. For?information, 
contact Irene Blackstone at 635-2845. 
COFFEEBREAK, a women's community bible study, 
meets Wednesdays from 9:30 to 11 a.m. We offer free 
child care, a story hour program for three- to five-year- 
olds, an opportunity to meet new friends, small group 
discussions over a cup of coffee. There's a place for you 
with us - -  join usl At the Terrace Christian Reformed 
Church on the corner of Sparks and Straume. 
The Terrace Friends and Families of Schizophrenics 
meet on the third Tuesday of the month at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Psych conference room at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Please call 638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School in the cafeteria. Anyone interested in playing 
please contact Ellen Smith at 635-4096 or May 
McFarland at 635-2875. Everyone welcome. 
• Sheens Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular monthly 
meetings at the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Walsh, 
Terrace, every second and fourth Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
If you are interested in joining our fraternity, please 
contact 635-2794 or 638-0674. 
Oddfellowe Lodge hold meetings every second and 
fourth Monday at the Ukrainian Hall, 4600 block Walsh, 
Terrace. Contact 635-3995 or 635-2956 if you wish 
membership information. ~ 
• ,, . ' ,  
The Terrace Tennis Club has club nights at the Kalum 
Street courts (April to October) on Tuesdays, Thurs- 
days and Sundays. For further information, please 
phone 635-2347 or 638-1514. ~. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season,',Th'ose tnterested should phone 
Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings. ~, 
Terrace ContraCt Bridge Club pla~/s the first and third 
Thursday Of each month at the Legion from October to 
April. Please contact Mary at 635-2977 or Rolande at 
635-4374. Come and have a fun night with usl 
The Sksena Squares Dance Club meets Mondays 
U'om 7:30 to 10 p.m. for square dancing at the 
Carpenters' Hall on Sparks St. For more information, 
call Bey Greening at 635-786S. 
The Pttranti' Ad'vle6rycontmlttee meets the third 
.Wednesday, of every month at 7:30 p.m; at Skeena 
Junior Secondary School. All parents/guardians are 
welcome. 
interested in 
camping and outdoors, the home and family, community 
service, and international experience, Girl Guides of 
Canada may be for you. For more information, please 
call (evenings): Margaret Cooper at 638-0609; or Kathy 
Davies at 638-1245. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave., is open Monday to Friday, 12.noon to 4 p.m. We 
have a Drop-in Centre - -  a comfortable, relaxed 
atmosphere for women to come for help, share ideas 
and express themselves. We can be reached at 638- 
0228• 
The Klnette Club of Terrace meets on the second and = 
fourth Wednesday of every month. For more 
information, call Pat Waddell at 638-1726. 
The K-ette Club ladles meet on the third Wednesday of 
every month. Please call Sheila Crampton at 635-4435 
for further information. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary meets on the 
third Monday of every month (except July and August) 
at 8:15 p.m. in the board room of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. All members are urged to attend. New 
members are always welcomelt 
The Ladles' Auxiliary, Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 
13, Terrace, meets on the first Tuesday of every month 
at 8 p.m. at the Legion from September to June. New 
members welcome, phone 635-6038. For catering, 
phone 635-3955. 
The Terrace Badminton Club meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 8 to 10 p.m. and on Sundays from 7:30 
to 9:30 p.m. at Thomhill Junior Secondary School. For 
further information, call Diane Cey at 635-3564. 
Gay Information line -- Please phone 638-1256 from 
7to 11 p.m. 
Terrace/Kltlmat Singles meet every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at Mr. Mike's. For further information, phone 635-3238 
or 632-3547. 
Pi0neer Kids' Club (for children ages six to nine) and 
Junior Youth Group (for youth ages 10 to 12) meet 
every Wednesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby Street. Please phone 
635-2434 for more information. 
Crystal's Place, 4804 Oloon Ave. Fridays from 3:30:to 
11 p.m. arid Saturdays from 1 to 5 p.m. This is a drop-in 
centre for teens and young adults. Phone 635.5450or 
635-2434 for further information.. 
Please, assist the lees fortunate of Terrace. The Anti- 
Poverty Group Society is receiving donations from 
people of good will so that they may continue helping 
disadvantaged people. Send your contribution to 
treasurer Josephine Buck, 200-4721 Lazelle.Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G IT3. Phone 635-4631. 
Kennode Fdefldshlp Centre on Kalum Street; Fun Fit 
Nits Mondays• and Wednesdays at 8 p.m. (upstairs), 
"educational alcohol and drug videos Wednesdays at 7 
p.m. (downstairs): Both programs are free. Everyone 
welcome. Phone 6354906 Mondw to Thursday from 
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MOR THAN - 
SMOKrE,EATERS 
This is theflnal instalment ins Justice Institut e. to develop a 
four-part series o/ feature 
articles about the Terrace Fire 
Department. Last week reporter 
Ted Strochan deserihed on-the- 
job experiences with local f ire. 
fighters. This week he examines 
the support hey need from the 
public "and from taxpayers to do 
their job the way it ~eeds to be 
done. 
Bven with the stress ofthe job 
there are parts of the firefighting 
profeuion that are rewarding 
and positive. The well-used Fire 
Safety House, for example. Built 
by volunteers with money and 
merchandise donated mostly by 
the local community, the Fire 
Safety House demonstrates very 
clearly to children and adults 
what  to expect in the event of a 
fire and how to get out alive. • 
But even with the lighter 
moments and the rewards of 
saving lives, the life of a fire- 
fighter is no bed of roses. There 
is a lot of responsibility, stress 
and hard work involved, and 
precise use o f  training and 
equipment. There is absolutely 
no room for error. 
And this brings us back to 
where we began, the need for 
the right kind of training and 
equipment. Automobile Extrica- 
tion 1991, n regional intensive 
training session held at North- 
west Community College recent- 
ly, was a milestone and the 
beginning, perhaps, o f  much 
more to come. 
Terrace fire chief Bob Beckett 
says he will bc working in con- 
junction with NWCC and the 
three-year curriculum he hopes: 
will begin nextspring. 
Terrace Fire Department .trai n - 
ing officer Rick Owens slpplauds 
the idea, hoping it will one day 
lead to a full scale regional 
training centre in Terrace. ~
Says Owens: "I think Terrace 
as a regional training centre has 
a lot to offer... With the college 
and with the ~dormit0ries, cafe- 
teria. A io i  ~ O~ th['lsmallerl de- 
partments ca~ot  afford to travel 
down south and put their people 
in motels, whereas we're looking 
at possibly •using the campus 
dorms and cafeteria s an easier 
way." 
There are budgetary consider- 
atlons, Of course, but Beckctt 
demonstrated with Automobile 
Extrication 199I that there is a 
way to keep costs down. 
The total cost for the week- 
long program was close to 
$8,000. That's a big chunk out 
of the fire department's budget 
and a limiting factor to the 
amount of training that might 
happen here. It is cheaper than 
the only existing alternative, 
however, sending .Terrace fire- 
fighters to train at the Justice 
Institute Fire Academy in 
Vancouver. 
But a number of professionals 
from outside our community 
were attracted to the program; 
and as a result the cost was 
reduced to only S385 per stu- 
dent. The Terrace Fire Depart- 
ment had to pay only a little 
over $2,000 of the total cost. 
And the economy of that 
$2,000 will be stretched even 
Bob 'Beckett: ." 
Training here makes 
economic sense. 
I 
further. On Nov. 22 and 23, 
Terrace firefighters who attended 
the program gave a mini.course 
on what they learned to other 
members of the department. 
With a •training program in 
place, something further is 
required: greater awareness of 
the firefighters' real functions o 
fire department costs are seen by 
the community in a more accu- 
rate perspective. 
As Ken Jones, the Ontario fire 
official who ran Auto Extrication 
1991, points out, municipal 
governments constantly find 
themselves in a budgetary bind 
and are forced to weigh the 
value of purchasing a new fire 
engine, for example, with a new 
grader. And the grader, of 
course, will show more tangible 
results, 
"But it's very difficult to do it 
without the proper tools and 
without the proper training," 
says Jones. "And sometimes the 
equipment is not there or the 








he '92 Formula* Plus 
pits takes a giant leap in horse- 
. . . .  r , . . . .  
power with the addition of a 
new, larger 581 cc Rotax ® 
engine. It also features our 
new high-tech C-7 rear 
suspension with gas shocks. 
Gentlemen, start your engines! 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES . LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Phone 635-6384 
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Ken JOlle$: 
Fire service managers have 
to do their homework. 
• Btll~Wareup: / " 
The more tools you have, 
the better off you are. 
training is not there because of 
budgetary, restraints. Therefore, 
the fire service managers obvi- 
ously have to do their homework 
to convince their councils. 
For the Terrace fire depart- 
ment, though, a new fire engine 
isn't on the wish list at the pres- 
ent time. We asked flrefighter 
Bill Warcup what be believed 
was needed most and he 
answered by l/sting a few basic 
tools. 
In rescuing trapped victims of 
automobile accidents a manual 
spreader is useful in tight spots 
saw with the fight kind of blade 
would be much safer than using 
a fire axe to remove wind- 
shields. More come.nlongs are 
required an d so are the appropri- 
ate chains. And there's some- 
thing now, a device called a 
hydraulic ram. This useful piece 
of equipment can roll the dash 
right off the front of a car. 
"If you come onto a situation," 
says Warcup. "you had better be 
able to handle it to the best of 
your ability. And if the equip- 
ment's not there it's going to be 
a lot more difficult, isn't it? So 
where, the hydraulic spreader the more tools you have, the 
won't fit. A simple reciprocal better off you're going to be." 
Another #1 
We think so. 
Come in and check itout 
then you tell us. 
1992 Mazda MX-3 Precidia 
Now featured at Thornhill Mazda 
THE ALL NEW 
1992 MX3 PREClDIA 
also 
all 1991 Mazda cars and 
trucks are now 
3.9% 
FINANCING 36 MONTHS OR 
$1500. 
Our Sales and Service Departments are 
open Saturdays for your convemence. 
(: Thornh i l l  Mazda  " 
| 3026 Hwy 16 E. 
| Terrace 635-7286Fax:635-3075 
~,MAKING YOU FEEL JUST RIGHT D1.#704! 
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City council advi ;ed on 
concerns of Ioca seniors 
The Seniors' Advisory Com- 
nd'ssion' offered Terrace city• 
• council a list of concerns last 
month during a joint meeting 
wi th  the Committee of the 
Whole. Among their concerns 
are housing, parking, Wheelchair 
access, legal assistance and 
crosswalks. 
Commission chairman Bey 
Greening told council that there 
is no property set aside for 
future constru¢tion of seniors' 
housing similar to the Willows 
and Tuck Ave. apartments. 
discuss the problem and consider 
an application to the B.C. Hous- 
ing Corporation to conduct a 
needs and demands survey. 
The  commission was told by 
aldermen that there is little the 
city can do about the lack of 
wheelchair access in existing 
buildings, but council added that 
all new retail and office con- 
struction is required to provide 
some form of accessibility. 
Greening acknowledged this fact 
but said a list of accessible 
buildings would be valuable to 
Greening pointed out that Twin handicapped residents and visi- 
River Estates is not an 
affordable option for all seniors, 
and the waiting lists at the two 
existing apartment complexes are 
long. 
Council has agreed to schedule 
a meeting with the city staff, 
aldermen, MLA Helmut Gies- 
brecht and the commission to 
tors in planning downtown ex- 
cursions. The city is presently 
working on this list. 
The commission has two 
parking concerns: inappropriate 
use of handicapped parking 
spaces, and problems created by 
one-hour parking zones, particu- 
Contributed by Bev Greening 
• The members of B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners Branch 73 held a suc- 
cessful bazaar and tea at the 
Happy Gang Centre on Kalum 
Street Nov. 16. Aprons were very 
lady in the area of the Happy 
.Gang Centre. On the first issue, 
director of permits and licences 
Bob Lafleur is investigating the 
possibility of ticketing violaters 
of handicapped parking spaces in 
private parking lots. And on the 
second, Lafleur is considering 
the possibility of implementing a 
seniors' parking permit system 
that would allow extended 
periods of parking on city 
streets. 
Safety on city streets could be 
improved, according to the com- 
mission, with the addition of two 
more crosswalks and the polic- 
ing of jaywalkers. As a result, 
the Public Works Department is 
investigating the cost to provide 
crosswalks between Kalum and 
• Emerson on Greig Ave. and on 
LazeUe between McDonald's 
and the Lazelle Ave. mini-mall. 
In addition, council will consider 
improved street lighting for 
Kalum Ave. crosswalks during 
1992 budget deliberations. Noth- 
ing will be done at the present 
time, however, to deter jay- 
walkers. 
And then there is legal aid. 
f'me. Greening said the •existing law- 
If we can get enough volun- yer referral service is fine for 
reefs, we will try to remain open determining the need to obtain 
each day until 4 p.m. so you can legal advice but doesn't address 
drop in for coffee. If each volun- the high cost actually getting it. 
leer does one day, we should have popular items at the sewing table, 
while knitted dolls and baby goods lots of involvement. ', : -'<. - " : . . . .  
, • [ 
stall. Many Christmas novelties 
were avail,1'Lble, and 1 he baked 
good. were (|uickly sold 
• Winners of the raffle were: Pat 
Campbell --- needlepoint picture; I 
Marlene gudiselich - -  crocheted I tablecloth,- Ethel Rowe-  cash- ARIES Experiment With new system at work. Co- 
were big sellers at the knitting ,. 
ilable, t
s q i l . 
• quilts ~ ~ y  ~ieben won the Man 21-Apr. 19 workers will appreciate your endeavors and 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21June 20 
CANCER 
3une 21-July 22 
LEO 
3uly 23-Aug. 22 
vim;o 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITrARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
superior will take notice. 
Rearrange finances o that you  can erase one of 
your debts, now. You may have to scrimp, but 
you will come out ahead. 
A time-consuming project will keep you from at- 
tending social function. Excessive energy will 
enable you to complete it. 
An old partnership may dissolve. There will be 
others. This new independence can be rewarding. 
Arrogance does not become you. Show more 
compassion toward those whom you previously 
ignored. Give generously. 
You may be asked to evaluate someone's actions 
or behavior. Try to remain non-judgmental. Be 
fair in your assessments. 
An older person depends on you for leadership. 
Rise to the occasion graciously and trust your in- 
stincts on most matters. 
Stress may be frazzling your nerves. Take time 
off for yourself. Don't go anywhere - just rest, 
read, and relax. 
Make reservations for the New Year and get 
away for a romantic rendezvous with someone 
special. Make commitments. 
Financial obligations may be out of control. 
Refrain from making any major purchases and 
curtail your holiday shopping. 
Opposition from family should be expected. 
Compromise with them on minor issues but stick • 
to your  guns on the others. 
Wait for partner to make the first move in a new 
relationship. Don't get carried away with roman- 
tic ideas. 
AQUARIUS 
Jan.  20-Feb. 18 
PISCF~ 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
OPEN HOUSE AT YOUR OFFICE? 
Serve delicious snacks or sandwiches. 
r, Aony European favorites now in stock. 
You can't go wrong 
with a deft tray from 
door prize-:  a Cl.-islmas wreath~ 
tf you have not yet picked up 
your prize, please come to the 
Happy Gang Centre to pick it up. 
We are still accepting bids on 
the lovely queen-sized quilt. The 
purchaser witl be announced at the 
next monthly general meeting 
Dec. 12. 
Bob Goodvin hosted a meeting 
• for the exchange of ideas to help 
make the Happy Gang Centre a 
more enjoyable and productive 
place. Many good ideas were 
brought forth, which we hope can 
be put into operation soon. 
Many of our new members are 
getting involved at the centre. 
Some helped with the pancake 
breakfast, and enjoyed themselves 
so much they want to return to 
help again. 
Two workshops were held this 
month to make Christmas orna- 
ments. Under the direction of 
Hazel DeFrane the ladies made 
Christmas ~ees out of coat hang- 
ors and snowflakes out of plastic 
holders from canned pop. 
Hazel DeFrane will start 
ceramic classes in the New Year. 
Please watch for the start of this 
and other new events. 
The Halloe, ve'e n pot luck sup- 
per was held Oct, 30 and turned 
out to be a huge success. Many of 
the members wore costumes, 
while others preferred to pay a 
Bert's Delicatessen I 
4603 Park Avenue, Terrace 
l ,  







B,C. GAMES SOC  
(zo  10) 
ANY AMOUNT WELCOV£ 




The B.C. Seniors' Games gang from Terrace was out last 
weekend, urging local consumers to spare something for the 
less fortunate. Betty Nordstrom (right) and Anita Ratcllffe were 
two of the group offering raffle tickets In exchange for 




4610 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6600 
"All the supplies you need" 
.Exterior and interior paints 
• complet~ tim~-01' blinds 
ACROSS 
1 Summit 
4 Dance step 




14 Maple genus 
15 ~ Gemhwln 
16 DeMh mule 
11 Supen, leed 
19 Type of photo, pl. 




30 Doze . 





40 Aft. countw 
43 Confuses 
47 Spoken 
48 Male swan 
50 ireland 
51 Oefeal 





• Large selection of wallpaper 
DOWN 
1 Mexican trust 
2 Poems 
3 Human being 
4 Conceit 
in stock 
5 Tune 20 Gratuity 
6 PIe 23 Wdiing fluid 
I Piercing 24 Negative 
8 Knell 25 Commotion 
9 Scream 27 Noah's boat 
10 Poke 28 Tip 
13 Some, Fr. 29 Pdnier'e measures 
18 Female sheep 33 Riches 
34 Present time 
35 Anow 
36 ImPa~oned 
35 Mum sores•hie 
39 Room on • ship 
40 Large crowd 
41 Space 
42 Old 
44 Legal claim 
45 He wu,  Let. 
46 Determined 
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Employment  i 
L! i 
.Termce .x~e.l~je.l~ 
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 ' 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified display 
ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or M~lercard, except for es. 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSilRED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
' use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by-any 
display or classified advertiserre- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE - -  Newly decorat- 
ed beauty salon in prime location. Lots of 
room for expansion. Excellent returns. 
Price, including equipment and stock, 
$38,000: Owner etiring. Financial state- 
ment, stock and equipment list available on 
request. Interested parties reply to File 99, 
c/o Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Ave., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1M7. 12/18c 
EXPERIENCED 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Jon's Hairstyllng requires 
one full-time and and one 
part-time hairdresser. Should 
be able to work with a mini- 
mum amount of supervision. 
Call 635-7737. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with 
growing delivery business. Must have 
dependable vehicle. Will train and 
supply C.B, Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age over lg. Phone 
638-8398. tfnc 
f-"Safety is no accident, N 
so PLAYsAFEI" 
The War Amp$ of Canada 
PART-TIME/ON-CALL 
SECURITY OFFICER 
Terrace Community Correctional Centre invites applications 
for the position of Auxiliary Security Officer. $1064.08 Bi- 
weekly115.21 Hourly. 
Duties: pertaining to safe custody, control and supervision of 
inmates in a community correctional facility; organize and 
lead work gang, recreational and leisure activities; maintain 
records; explain policies and give information to inmates and 
their relatives; other related duties. 
Qualifications: • Grade 12 or equivalent; • Class 4 Drivers 
License; • Basic First Aid Certificate (Survival or SOFA); 
• Physical Fitness; • Demonstrated communication skills, 
judgement and maturity; • 19 years of age; • Canadian Citi- 
zen. 
Preferred Quallflcatlons: Courses in Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. 
A medical examination and security clearance are also re- 
quired. 
Successful applicants receive uniform issue and necessary 
training before being assigned work. 
NOTE: This position involves irregular hours and shift assign- 
ments. 
For more information or to submit applications and resumes 
contact: 
Ms. P. Walker, Local Director, 
Terrace Communlty Correctional Centre, 
4926 Hlghway 16 West, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L8 
Phone 638-3227 






The City of Terrace/Terrace Emergency Program is seeking a highly. 
motivated individual to fill the volunteer position of Municipal/Area 
Co-ordinator. 
Duties include, but are not restricted to: 
• Updating City Emergency Plan 
• Co-ordination of Emergency Resources 
• Budget control 
• Completion of Provincial reports on operations and iraining 
This is a volunteer position, and registration with P.E.P. (Provincial 
Emergency Program) is required. Time requirements flexible and 
determined by the successful applicant. 
This position also requires a close working relationship with the 
Provincial EmergencyProgram and supervision of training exercises 
will be required. Assistance will be provided by a Deputy Co-ordina- 
tor and secretarial staff (Part-time). 
Applications will be received by the undersigned before 4:30 p,m., 
December 20, 1991: 
F_R. Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace, 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Phone: 635-6311 or FAX: 638-4777 
CHARLOTTE LODGE 
Wilderness Resort, located in Queen Charlotte Islands 
requires staff for 1992 season: sportfishing, food & bever- 
age, hospitality background a must. Six (6) month season, 
commencing April 1, 1992 for a chef, kitchen staff, house- 
keeping, mechanic/maintenance, fish guides, dock staff. 
Send resume: 
Attention: Doug Raffan, 
7069 Winston Street, 
Bumaby, B.C. VSA 3R1 
NORTHERN 
HEALTHCARE 
is now accepting applications for an immedi- 
ate full-time position. 
The preferred applicant should have a knowl- 
edge of the home healthcare/sports medicine 
market. 
Interested applicants should bring resumes 
in person to: 
Doug Patterson, Manager 
Northern Healthcare 
3207 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2M8 
HYGIENIST or 
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT 
and QUALIFIED RECEPTIONIST 
required for local progressive dental office. 
Applicants please send resume to: 
DR. J.D. ZUCCHIATTI OFFICE 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1P9 
635-2552 
ARE YOU RETIRED- 
SEMI-RETIRED 
and/or have time available to help new or 
established businesses? 
FBDB CASE BUSINESS 
COUNSELLING PROGRAM 
assists businesses with market and flexibility 
studies, general management, planning, marketing. 
COUNSELLORS ARE 
CURRENTLY NEEDED 
Bob Welch 635-4951 
for more Information 
J & L PUBLIC MAHK - I 
Household items, appliances, toys, tools, carpet ends and vinyl 
Hours: 
Tues.-Sat. 
10 a.m. - S p.m. 
Sunday 
12. s p.m. 29o7 C,ark Str ,  ornh,, 638-8251 
off cuts. Will take items on consignment. 
Local rap for REGAL ~ & GIFTS. 
With items to sell and catalogues to order from. 
Newspaper r011 ends from $5 tO $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Alaskan Malamute puppies for sale. 
CKC registered, shots. Excellent with 
children. Good work dogs. Wolf grey 
and black. Phone Sunday through Fri- 
day only, 849-5876. 12/1 lp 
One stainless steel double-bowl sink 
with faucet, $60. Phone 635-7761 after 
6 p.m. 12/25p 
King shrimp for sale. Fresh every 
day. Phone 635-2516. 12/25p 
House for IBle - -  Horseshoe area, 
four bedrooms, two bathrooms, natu- 
ral gas heat and hot water, paved 
driveway. Asking $98,000. Phone 
638-0858 between 7 and 9 p.m. 
12/4p 
Ruger 10/22 semi auto, rotary, 10- 
shot clip, near new. $190, Phone 
638-8345. 12/1 lp 
Enterprise wood cook stove; sheet 
• metal and asbestos for floors, walls 
and ceilings, and insulated pipes. 
$500 egO. Phone 635-7091, 
i2/ i ip 
III 
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• Hazelton. B.C. 842-5660 
Olsen 125,0.00 BTU natural gas fur -= 
nace, $450; Queen-size water bed, 
$150; Red Snapper lawn mower, $50. 
Phone 635-3920. 12/18p 
Household goods -  brown couch, 
$35; toaster oven, $30; Silex two-slice 
toaster, $15. Phone 635-4810. 
12/25p 
MACHINERY 
Equipment for sale - -  16-yard chip 
bucket; dump trucks; belly dumps and : 
pups; 966 loaders (grapple or bucket); 
1213 cone crusher complete with 
power. Call Vic at 493-6791. 12/25p 
0C3 Oliver crawler trac~or with lots of 
spare parts. Needs a little mainte- 
nance. Ideal machine for Hobby Farm, 
snow removal, etc. Phone 624.5964. 
12/11c 
Kids, 
the library has 
.l~oks on all your 
interests, Iiobbies 
and sports. And 
it's a great place 






1850 sq. ft. suitable for 
office space at street 





Centra l ly  located,  c lean,  
quiet,  secur i ty  in tercom,  
on-site manager.  Spacious 
one bedroom, units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
635-7957 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. office building 
with 2 bathrooms, natural 
gas heat and air condition- 
ing. Phone 635-2411 ask for 
John or Marilyn. 
R EWA R D Om=,=R,=o 
$2000.00 reward offered for any 
information leading to the arrest 
and conviction of persons 
involved in the fire at Terrace 
Neighbourhood Public Market. 
Contact Mr. & Mrs. Aimee 
Lemieux at 635-9702. 
NIRVANA METAPHYSICS 
AND HEALING CENTRE 
~ as readings and courses by gift certificate. ,3611 Cottonwood 
635-7776 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
lows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street. Emergen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between 
service hours at the following numbers: 
635-2122 or 635-7941. tfn 
One-bedroom unit in Thornhill. $390 per 
month. Phone 635-4453. 12/18p .
BVM 
BULKLEY VALLEY MAINTENANCE LTD. 
(#204 - 3848 - 3RD Avenue) 
P.O. Box 3519 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION 
Bulkle..y Valley Maintenance Ltd. is presently 
accepting HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATIONS 
for the upcoming year. Application forms can be 
obtained at our Main Office in Smithers or at 
Maintenance Yards in Smithers, Hazelton, 
Kitwanga, Mexiadin and Stewart. 
D.H. Hutton 
General Manager 
Would you like to go on a holiday this 
winter? Retired non-smoking and non- 
drinking senior couple will housesit for you 
FREE while our new home is being built. 
We have no pets, but will be glad to look 
after your pets and plants, etc. References 
available. Phone 635-6455. ffnp 
FOUND -- One pair of prescription glasses 
in burgundy case on the sidewalk in front of 
Northern Healthcare, 3207 Kalum St. Drop 
in or phone 635-7274 ifyou have lost these 
glasses. 12/11nc 
c. A BLAN KET CLASSI FI EDS 
There ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. And Yukon 
NEWm~,Em : TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222., 
; 2 3 4 =~ reach more than 3 million readers. 
~ 1 1 1 1 ~  . . . .  ~ ' FOR SALE MISC ' ' OARDENIHO 
 .or, 
Trucks. 6 Cyl. from $995. 6 study correspondence Di- ELS. $280-$340, limited Store. 1,000 s of Products, 
Cyl. from $1,095.100,000 Km ploma courses. Accounting, quantities. Complete Soler Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
warranty. Bond Mechanical Aircondilioning, Bookkoeplng, Bectdc Dedgn Guide/C, ata- Ddp Irrigation. Huge Book 
872-0641, eves. 857-1377, Business, Cosmetology, logue. Send $6 to SOLTEK selection. 72 page, photo 
toll-free 1-800-663-2521. Electronics, Legal/Medical Solar Energy, #20 - 746 filled, 1991 catalogue, $4, 
Secretary, Psychology, Venelman, Vidorla, B.O.,VSZ refundable on order. West- 
BIJILOINOSUPPLIES Travel. Granton, (5A)-263 3B6. Phone (604)727-7720. ern Water Farms, #103, 
DOOFISlWlNDOWSllntedor Adelaide West, Toronto, 1- .man,Q P.unm:. ,-=,~o,,,=a 20120 64th Ave., Langley, 
andexterlorwocd, metaland 800-950-1972. for'l~le':. ~Ni'id'l~i~'d, ¢ ,~ bird"~.. B.C., V3A 4P7. 
Frenchdcers, woodwindows, FOR SALE MlSO Dust free. Super clean. Farm HELP WANTED 
skylights. MOREl Callcollect ~ fresh Prompt delivery. To 
to WALKER DOOR and WlN- TWO GUY S FAVOURITE order'or for e price list, call MAKE YOUR FORTUNE 
DOW in Vancouver et RECIPES, DINNER PARTY Chin Ridge Seed Processors from people reading books. 
(604)266-1101. TESTED.Funw, Famy, Filed today toll-free 1-800-563- New Marketing Break- 
Full of Fantastic Finds plus 7~:  through.$1ebilllonbuokbusi. 
cceking & shopping tips writ- ~ hess marketing new books. 
ten by TWO GUYS. Choose 1986 Kenworm. Logg.mg Ground floor opportunity. 
Do you have a flair for colour from eilhar: A) Hearty Winter lruck,400 Cummins ~ng.lne, Huge profits. Investment 
enddeslgn? De(~rating Den, Warmlh, B) Creations To En- Big CAM-4, 1990 Peeness $995. 1-800-465-5400. 
Canada's fastest growing In- terrain, C) Casual Drop-in Glider Trailer. Phone 
tador Decorating Franchise Party. Send $4 for each (:at- (604)344-2291, Golden, B.C. AidineEmploymentPackage. 
is expanding in B.C. Training e~ry (5 phenomenal reel- Types of Jobs/How to get 
providad, lower  Mainland I~S)'or $10 for entire series those Jobs/North America 
526-8722, Provincial 1-800- to: TWO GUYS, BOx 32 - 
565-8722. 
.aluminum Pontoon Flotation, 
36' x 43' long, 14' wide, (5 in 
stock). 1974 Bayliner 25' boat. 
One 18' boat hull. Restaurant 
on Shuswap Lake. 836-4253, 
ask for Richard. 
Growing Dry Cleaning, Per- 
sonal ~ Commercial Laun- 
dry Service in downtown 
Seohelt on Sunshine Coast. 
$79,900. 885-2271 after 6 
P.M. or Box 2623, sechelt, 
V0N 3A0. 
LION DOLLAR INDUSTRY- 
direct from the Manufacturer. 
HUGE PROFITS- MINIMUM 
40%. Call (604)576-0023 or 
1-600-665-2268. 
EDUCATION 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many jobs avail- 
able. Government licensed 
home study certification 
course. Call for details: 
(8~9.).). ~1"5456 °r' 1"800"666" 
8528123 Slreet, Surrey, B.C., 
V3W 3V6. YOU'LL BE GLAD 
YOU DIDII 
SHEEP SKIN GIFTS. Mitts 
$29, Gloves $49, Ear Muffs 
$15, Slippers $49, Hats $49, 
Steedng Wheel Covers $15, 
Seat Covers $69, Rugs $89. 
Toll-free 1-800-667-2261. 
DIAMONDS. Investment 
Grade. Your Best Buy. Inde- 
pendent laboratory report. 
Single diamonds st whole- 
sak) prk~s by ordodng direct. 
Give diamonds to the ones 
you love. Buy for Investment, 
for your enJoymenL Call for 
free price UsL Diamond Ex- 
clusive Ire. 1-800-777.1024. 
CAN BIZARRE ACHES AND 
PAINS BE CAUSED BYTHE 
MIND? Buy and read 
"Dlanetice the Modern SOl. 
ence of Mental Health • - 
$7.50. To order call: Vancou- 
ver Dianetics Centre, 401 
West Hastings Street, Van- 
couver, B.C., V6B 1L5. 
(604)681-0318. M/Cand Visa 
accepted .  , 
Free color and action change- 
able fishing lures ($6.20 ea.) 
to first 500flehermen for affir- 
mation of product perform- 
ante and top prize of $100 to 
a lucky winner. SASE, $4 
reglstration/handling, refund. 
able with order to IRD, 310 - 
810 West Broadway, Van- 
couver, B.C., VSZ 4(39. 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 
966C Loaders, Bucket or 
Grapple, Trucks and Low- 
beds, Paving Equipment, 
Service Trucks, D-6 Cats, 
Excavators, 410 John Deers 
Backhoes, Champion 740 
Grader, John Deers 67OA 
Grader complete with. snow 
wings, Water Trucks, ~6C 
16 yd. Chip Bucket and sev- 
eral more pk)cee not listed. 
c,=l Vic Kampe, (S04p198- 
6791 days, (604)493-7742 
evenings. 
RURAL CABLE televidon sys- 
tems. Great programming, ell 
legal, easy assembly. Avail- 
able now for only $55 per 
month O.A.C. Including G.S.T. 
and 2 years free subscription. 
Phone Canada's #1 Cancom 
Veluevislon dreler,1-800.661 - 
9821. 
Contact Directory/Morel For 
details call: (604)535-3529. 
WHOLESALE FIRM since 
1976 now seeks two repre- 
sentatives In your area. Dis- 
play and seWice merchan- 
dire In established retail ac- 
counts. Minimum weekly 
eamlngs potential $800+. 
(416)756-3174, (416)756- 
2156. 
No Experience Necessary. 
National Marketing Corpora. 
lion needs hard working peo- 
ple to help with expansion In 
BaleUMarkoting. Up to $5001 
wkplus. No telephone ordoor 
sales. For Immediate reply 
sendS.A.S.E, to: Dymn Com. 
munlcatlons Irm., P.O. Box 
132, Abtmtsford, B.C., V2S 
4N6. 
MOBILE HOME9 
ABSOLUTELY FREE Infor- 
mation - clean 14' wide 2 or 3 
bedroom mobile homes. 1982 
- 70' $21,800, 1978 - 70' 





~1.70 ea~ eddltlonal word 
PERSONAL8 
w o ~ -  
apond with unattached CMs- 
~an people across Canada: 
ell denomlnetions, ell nadon- 
alitles, for companionship or 
manlaga? Ashgrove, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase; B.C., V0E 
1M0. 
who you really are. Call 1- 
800-367-6788 or 1-600-FOR- 
TRUTH. 
A" Office and Commerdel 
~ce. (Near new buildings). 
Tdlde A Long Term Tenants •
Bank, Government agency, 
~to.) located in busy Sas- 
;atohewen communities. 
Want Irade of B.C. properties 
oryour proposal on this super 
opportunity (one pays out 
$2,000 month, mgmt.I 
melnt.). Retire on this? Priced 
from $350,000 te $1,500,000. 
Information avellable W.A. 
(Art) Ducommun 1-585-0773, 
LtC~. ntrywlde Lakeviaw Realty 
SERVICE9 
ICBC Major Injury and wage 
loss claims. Vancouver law. 
yer Guy J. Colletta. Never 




LAND. Cell the South Padflc 
spedellst, ANZA Travel. Van. 
couverlAuddand, return from 
$1,069 to $1,579. Vanceu- 
ver/Sydney, return from 
$1,189te $I,699. Vancouver 
call: 734.7725. Toll-free 1- 
800-972-6928. 
W,I~ITED 
WANTED - One self-loading 
logging truck for winter and 
summer work in Mackenzie, 
B.C. Phone (604)997-6287. 
:7 
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..... • . . . . .  Publisher By-field seeks 
. Out B,C' Report support 
Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newborn 
to 12 years. Full-time, part-time or drop-in 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398. 
tfnc 
CHIMe pilot car available for long 
and short trips. Is radio-equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phone 638-8530 or 638-8398. tfnc 
Will babysit in my home full- or part-time. 
Weekly excursions out of the house for the 
children. Phone 638-8109. 12/1 lp 
WORK WANTED --  3H Holiday 
House Help -- We will watch your 
house and/or take care of pets while 
you're away. Old bonded couple. New 
business. Phone 638-8648 and ask 




Phase II Construct Bunkhouse 
(except for the foundation 
covered by Phase I) 
To provide labour and material to 
¢onsb'uct bunkhouse for Phase II of 
BaJvus Bunkhouse. 
Tender documents may be obtained 
after November27, 1991 from Brit- 
ish Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1K7. Sealed tenders will be 
received at 4825 Keith Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1K7 until 3:00 p.m. 
December 11th, 1991 and will be 
opened at public tender at that lime. 
For tender packages contact Barry 
Book 638-3221, Terrace. Project 
manager Willy Wolf 561-5611, 
Prince George. Consultant Yellow- 






TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICi= 
CONTRACT 1991-1~)2 
TENDERING OF CONTRACTS 
Smlthera: 
Contract # BVM-1 
Hazelton.Kltwanga: 
Contract # BVM-2 
Mezladln-Stewart: 
Contract # BVM-3 
TYPE: The provision of qualified 
labour with necessary equipment for 
traffic control duties on an "as and 
when required" basis. 
LOCATION: Contract Area #25, 
Bulkley Nass Highways Disffict, as 
listed above. 
DURATION OF CONTRACT: As 
and when required between the 
dates of December 22, 1901 and 
October 31, 1992, 
~tj.~di~J~LT~: December 18, 
1991 at 2:00 p.m. 
TENDERS: Can be obtained at 
Bulkley Valley Maintenance Admin- 
istration Office at #204 - 3842 Third 
Avenue, Smithers, B,C. V0J 2N0, 
after December 4, 1991 between 
the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 
p.m., Monday to Friday. 
John Bruce 
Quality & Planning 
Control Officer 
i r 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUFFCY OF 
JOE  MANUEL ABREU 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
EDUARDO MANUEL ABREU 
filed an assignment on the 21st 
day of November, 1991, and 
that the fh'st meeting of credi- 
tors win be held on Friday, the 
10th of Januray, 1992, at the 
hour of 8:45 o'clock in the 
forenoon, at The Court House, 
100 Market Place, in the City 
of Prince RUpert, in the Pro- 
vince of British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. 
this 26th day of November, 
1991. 
DELOrlWE & TOUCHE INC. 
Tnlstee 
#800- 299 Victoria Slreet 
Prince Ge0~e, B.C. V2L, 5B8 
(6~4) 564-1 n l  
Oeloitte& 
Touche 
Women to be 
remembered 
A gathering will be held on 
Friday at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre to commemor- 
ate the 14 women killed by" 
by Nancy err 
The magazine with the third 
largest circulation i  B.C. came to 
Terrace on November 20 in the 
person of Ted Byfield, publisher. 
With subscriptions over 
25,000, B.C. Report comes next o 
Time (50,000) and McLean's 
(80,000), according to Byfield, 
and is the fastest growing publica- 
tion. 
With 1,100 shareholders aver- 
aging less than $1,000, the Report 
startled the stock exchange on July 
22 when the 1.48 million shares 
began trading on that day. Byfield 
warned that the goal of 30,000 
subscribers this ,year would be 
needed before the magazine would 
show a profit and that advertising 
must increase at the same time. 
The Byfields met with 
investors and guests at the Terrace 
over dinner to report on the finan- 
cial picture of the magazi'ne, their 
goals and aspirations, and to hear 
the views of "ordinary British 
Columbians outside the lower 
mainland," said Byfield. 
The weekly magazine isan off- 
shoot of Alberta Report, which 
came into circulation in Alberta 
about 18 years ago. Confident 
with its success there, Byfield cast 
off for Vancouver, and will little 
fanfare, the new magazine crept 
into homes and offices and the 
Mark Lepine at a Montreal col- attention of the general public. 
legs on Dec. 6, 1990. Centre Refreshed by the change of~ew, 
representatives say all-women,, B.C. ,families read with relish the 
children and men interested in 
coming are invited. 
The meeting, beginning, at 8 
p.m., will include speakers, 
presentations and music. "Every- 
one will be given the opportun- 
ity to contribute, share grief and 
renew hope," said centre 
coordinator Karla Hennig. 
unabashedly different point of 
view that lifted a corner of the 
blanket of cynicism covering the 
prevailing media. 
After dinner and circulating 
with the assembled guests, Byfield 
spoke o f  his experiences and 
views of history. He spoke of wor- 
thy elected representatives going 
ver you ~ear 
clean with care. 
only 
,1 
• l e l vE.vvAY,s  
L_,.___ 
SHIRT LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richards 
on Emerson  
THE DRYCLEANER & SHIRT LAUNDRY 
Swing in to our DRIVE THRU 
Richards Cleaners 
3223 Emerson St. 
Terrace 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
Phone: 635-5H9 
off to the nations' capitals firmly 
resolved to put into practice the 
wishes of their constituents, and 
then becoming lost in the morass 
of civil servants and deputies that 
really govern the country. Eventu- 
ally the representative r turns to 
tell his dismayed supporters the 
same story they had been repudiat- 
ing. 
The publisher spoke Of the 
need for more than one voice. Of 
how "conservative" papers are 
now the "underground" at univer- 
sities, that the present establish- 
ment is afraid of other voices, of 
their subtle and snide scorn for the 
common sense or rational opinion. 
According to Byfield, educa- 
tion has reflected the changes 
most and needs to be watched with 
extreme care. He provided anec- 
dotes of what is happening at uni- 
versities as we enter the 21st cen- 
tury. Of how we are presently 
preparing our students with no 
grades, no competition, o se!f- 
discipline 
He then provided charts and 
projections of costs and income 
for his magazine, indicating the 
need to build reports from outside 
the lower mainland, to increase 
circulation and the resulting adver- 
tising. To make the operation, 
viable, circulation would have to  
increase to 30,000 which they 
expected toreach this year. 
Notice to Shoreworkers and 
Retired Shoreworkers 
Notice is hereby given to all shoreworkers who 
were 55 years of age or older on December 31, 
1987, or have reached the age of 55 since that 
date and were employed at any of the companies 
listed below. You may be entitled to a lump sum 
payment. If you retired or quit prior to December 
31, 1987, you would not qualify for the above- 
mentioned payment. If you have already filled out 
a pension form this summer, please disregard this 
notice. If not, please contact Sandra Gertsch, at 
The United Fishermen and Allied Worker' Union 
Hall at #160-111 Victoria Drive, Vancouver, B.C. 
V5L 4C4, or phone 255-1336 and ask for Sandra 
on or before the 15th day of December, 1991. 
Only those shoreworkers who have contacted 
Sandra Gertsch on or before the 15th day of 
December will be entitled to receive any such 
payment. 
The plants are as follows: 
B.C. Packers Company - All plants 
Canadian Fish Company- All plants 
J.S. McMillan Company - All plants 
Great Northern Packing 
Ocean Fish Royal- Prince Rupert 
Pacific Coast Processors or 
Trans Pacific - Ucluelet 
Port Hardy Seafoods 
Prince Rupert Co-op- Vancouver 
Ucluelet Seafood Products 
Vancouver Seafood Products 
Jlw 
~ m  
I 
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Yearly helping hand 
Juanita Hatton was selling raffle tickets in support of the 
annual Christmas Goody Bags in the Skeena Mall during the 
last weekend in November. It's the 24th year that Juanita, 
under her Golden Rule umbrella, has organized this service 
for the needy at Christmas. Raffle tickets will also be on sale 
at the Terrace Co-op on December 16, 18 and 21. 
On December 24, from Lakelse High (across from Dairy 
Queen), Juanita and any volunteers willing to lend a helping 
hand will distribute seven days of food provisions to anyone 
applying for it. Each recipient must sign in and provide their 
full name and address and swear that they are not receiving 
foodstuffs from any other agency. 
Also, on December 24, the Goody Bag raffle winners will 
be drawn for the Grand prizes of a Smith Corona Electronic 
Typewriter, a pair of Fischer cross country skis, and a GMC 
car battery, among other smaller prizes. 
Winners will be announced on CFTK and in the following 
week's Ter race  Rev iew.  
SPCA urges animal owners 
to provide good w, nter care 
Benefit bingo 
Terrace's Lucky Dollar Bingo 
Palace will hold a benefit bingo 
this Sunday for a Moricetown 
family that suffered one death 
and the total loss of their home 
in a fire last week. 
Bingo palace employee 
Marilyn Thodt said the bingo, 
starting at 12:45 p.m. Dec. 8, 
will be run by members from the 
Terrace lodge of the Order of 
the Royal Purple. All the pro- 
ceeds will go to Mr. and Mrs. 
David Milton, the elderly couple 
whose nephew perished in the 
fire and whose home was 
destroyed. 
Thodt said the decision to hold 
the benefit was made by bingo 
palace owner John Becher. 
Contributed by 
Lonna Fisher 
We thought it was time for 
another article. First, we would 
like to let all the concerned people 
who called regarding the four 
horses we seized in Usk know that 
all four horses are now happily 
living in Prince George. 
We have been out on several calls 
concerning horses. With winter 
now here, it is important that your 
horses have some extra weight on 
their bodies. A horse that is al- 
ready thin is not going to have the 
:added protection that a horse of 
proper weight will have during the 
cold weather ahead. 
All animals being kept outside 
require some sort of shelter, to cut 
the wind and protect hem from 
the rain and snow. A three-sided 
shelter with a roof will provide a 
decent shelter for your livestock. 
A cardboard box does not make a 
proper shelter for a dog, especially 
in wet weather, and yet we have 
had several calls complaining 
about dogs being sheltered in a 
wet cardboard box. A dog house 
made of wood or metal is not that 
hard to build and with some kind 
of dry bedding inside makes a 
very cozy shelter for your dog dur- 
ing the cold wet days coming up. 
PET(S) OF THE WEEK.  Felines are featured this week at 
the Terrace Animal Shelter. They're Manx-Perslan cross 
kittens, a male and a female. Both are nine weeks old and 
described by shelter staff as very cuddly. They can be seen 
at the shelter on Haugland Ave. 
Regional district boundary 
changes getting under way 
The way seems to be clear for and the regional district board, real effect would be a slight 
Hartley Bay and Kitkatla to The change seems to make weakening of the voice of the 
"secede". Both coastal commun- sense and would have little 3,705 remaining residents in 
ities say their economic and effect on the regional district. Electoral Area 'C'. 
social ties are with Prince Hartley Bay, population 214 The regional district voting 
Rupert, and for that reason they (1986), is located at the southern unit is 2,000 and reducing the 
entrance to Douglas Channel and population from 4,340 to 3,705 
Kitkatla, population 421, is reduces the Area 'C' director's 
situated on the northern shore of weighted voting strength from 
say they would like to leave the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stildne and join the Regional 
District of Skeena-Queen Char- 
lotte. 
The request came up at the 
October regional board meeting, 
and the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs has since told the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stiklne they have no objection to 
the change, provided all parties 
agree. This has set the stage for 
a meeting between the Kitkatla 
and Hartley Bay band councils 
Dolphin Island about 55 kilo- 
metres due south of Prince 
Rupert. The only transportation 
to the outside world is by either 
float plane or boat, and both 
communities are part of School 
District #52, Prince Rupert. 
There would be little financial 
impact if the change takes place: 
Kitkatla and Hartley Bay repre- 
sent a tax base of $120,000 to 
the regional district. The only 
three to two. Area 'C' consists 
of the region from Rosswood 
south excluding Terrace, Thorn- 
hill and Kitimat. 
On behalf of the SPCA we would 
like to ask you to make sure all 
your animals have the basics of 
life, namely shelter, food and 
water. 
In order for the SPCA to do its 
work in TerraceAwe depend on 
public donations. As agents we do 
receive some support from the 
main branch in Vancouver, but 
once we get the branch of the 
SPCA going we will be depending 
entirely on public donations. Our 
first branch meeting was held at 
the Inn of the West on Thursday, 
Nov. 21 at 7:30 p.m. Thank you to 
everyone who turned out. 
Last year during the holiday 
season we were very fortunate to 
have two very successful week- 
ends of fund raising at the Skeena 
Mall. Our display included our 
two dogs wearing their harnesses 
with donation cans attached, 
which many children and adults 
enjoyed putting their donations 
into. With the money collected we 
were able to carry out our work 
for this year. 
Unfortunately, the Skeena Mall 
has refused to allow us and our 
dogs space this holiday season. 
Therefore we are &pending on the 
public sending their donations by 
mail to SPCA, 3836 Kirkaldy St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3M8, or 
making a direct deposit o our 
account at the Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce. We will also 
• have calendars for sale again this 
year. If you wish to buy a 
calendar, or require some 
hformation on the SPCA o¢ have 
a concern regarding the care of an 
animal, give us a call at 635-3826 
(Lonna Fisher) or 635-4366 (Rose 
Higbie). • 
On behalf of the SPCA we would 
like to wish you, your family and 
your animals a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year. 
Polly's Care 
 Chinese & Western Cuisine 
,~.,m~----~..~ Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a.m. - -  midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a.m. 
~nday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638.1848 o, 638-8034 
GIM'S  . -  - -  
RESTAURANT 
.~t~--Chinese & Canadian Food 
~'J~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~};~! 
' Men - Wed./l:30 a.m. --  I0:00 p.m. "! 
i(1~ Thursda , l l :30a ,,, i!.0 ~ ~ ~ . • - -  • 0 p .m. t~: ,  ~.  
Fr i  - Sat 11:30 a.m.  - -  1;00 a .m.  "~- 
Sunday 12:00 a.m.  /0 :00 
4643 Park A venue P'm'635;6111 
i g 'FTF ET LUNCH'- I In AUGIE'S LOUNGE I NOON - 2:00 P.M. i 
I Monday to Friday I 
I Hot Entree, Soup,.. I 
I Salaos, Roils E Desserts I 
!__ se.9_s . . . .  j 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1.800-663-8156 FAX: 635-2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[ ~ 1  4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
• 4" w 
! 
' ~.°i~ .!i ~i~. 
..... tt?;:i~;~. 
• ~i~ !:~;i : " "":~ 
Throughout the year the poiice are called upon to deal with 
noisy parties throughout the City of Terrace. The Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine has a bylaw• similar• to the bylaw 
governing the municipality of Terrace, covering electoral district 
'E'. In the city bylaw, noise is described as a sound, including 
any loud outcry, amplified voice or music, noise created by 
construction activity or motors or equipment which disturbs or 
tends to disturb the quiet, peace, rest, enjoyment, comfort or 
convenience of the neighbourhood or of persons in the vicinity 
of the area in which the sound is received. 
By-Law 1051.1985 states: No person shall create, make or 
cause noise in or on a highway or elsewhere in the City of 
Terrace. Maximum penalty, $2,000, 
In Terrace IT'S THE LAW. 
i, 
 .V.E 
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CASHBACK OF UP TO 
OR 
Ell ON APR • 
"THE PLAN" 
ON MOST MODELS 
(TIME LIMITED OFFER) • 
TERRACE 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 835.4984 
CALL  TOLL  FREE.  1 -800-772-1128 
FIRE REPOR T 
Smoke alarms in good working 
order do save lives. Three resi- 
dents who recently moved into a 
home at 4630 Scott Ave. woke 
Terrace Review ~ Wednesday, December 4, 1991 31 
up to the high pitched whistle of was unquestionably 9-1-1. But 
a smoke alarm shortly before 2 instead of help, he was con- 
a.m. last Friday morning. Com- nected to a tape recording that 
menting on that early warning, 
one of the residents aid,"We 
didn't have much more time." 
Terrace firefighters agree, The 
home was filled with heavy 
black smoke when •they arrived 
and the fire, which was confined 
to the main-floor laundry room, 
was generat ing  cons iderab le  
heat. So much heat, in fact, that 
exterior steel doors in the laun- 
dry room fell apart in firemen's 
hands as they tried to open 
them. 
The fire was extinguished just 
as it was about to take hold on 
the main structure, but there was 
still considerable smoke and heat 
damage to the interior of the 
home. The owner of the house 
says it will be several months 
before they can move back in, 
but adds they are all thankful for 
the alarm that probably saved 
their lives. The cause of the fire 
is still under investigation. 
There is one other chapter to 
this story. A younger esident of 
the home moved here recently 
from Alberta. On his way out of 
the smouldering home that night, that she would phone the fire 
he tried to phone the fire depart- department. 
ment. The only other fire reported by 
For him, the phone number the Terrace fire department 
occurred at Mills Memorial 
Hospital at about 1:30 p.m. last 
Wednesday. This fire too was 
informed him that the 9-1-1 first detected bya  smoke alarm 
emergency number is not in but firefighters found more 
service here. Frustrated and smoke than fire. An elevator 
somewhat angry with the loss of motor had overheated filling an 
adjacent operating room with 
smoke. Smoke ejectors were 
used to clear the air. 
valuable time, he then dialled 
the operator who advised him to 
leave the home immediately and 
• . ,~  ~" 
• ~! ~ 
Awareness on the job, or for that 
matter any home or work oriented 
activity, is a must. There are few 
true accidents. Most injuries are 
the result of someone's mistake. 
This may be the lesson to be 
learned by others from an indus- 
trial accident at the Thornhill Nur- 
sery about 11:30 a.m. Monday 
when a worker eceived a serious 
cut to the hand while working near 
a piece of equipment. 
The victim also went into shock 
following the accident, but the on- 
site Class 'A' first aid attendant 
knew exactly what to do. Al l  
NOTICE TO DAVID BOLTON 
A Family and Child Service Act Hearing• 
pertaining to your children will be held on 
December 11, 1991 at 9:30 a.m. at the courthouse 
in Terrace. You ha've-]l~ight to be present and/or 
have legal counsel. ':;~';~  
For further information contact Kim Chartrand 
at the Ministry of Social Services, 638-3379. 
TWO STAGE 
s I .OWT..OWER 
Otoose "5.P 24"mdth cut. 
• from: - 8aP 24"or 26"mdth cut 
• IOup 32"width cut 
• Easy-to-operate controls 
• Remote discharSe chute control 
• Fully enclosed, ice-free, gear drive auger 
BUY BEIFOIIE DECTJIER 15, 1991 All) 
SAVE UP TO $500. 
,,.. .,× . , .. 
~,~. ~ 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreattonal Sales & Servtce 
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone 635-3478 Fax 635-5050 
necessary first aid procedures had 
been carried out prior to the arrival 
of emergency personnel. 
Terrace paramedics were busy 
Monday morning When the Code 3 
emergency call came in, and 
BCAS dispatch took advantage of 
the First Responder status of the 
Terrace Fire Department. 
Firefighters ay the situat/on was 
well under control by the time they 
arrived and there was little for 
them to do. An ambulance arrived 
a short time later and transported 
the victim to hospital, where the 
wound was closed with five 
stitches. The Workers' Compensa- 
tion Board is investigating the 
incident. 
Terrace B.C. Amba luce  Set. 
0BC.AS) a~vlty report- 
Monday, Nov. 25 to Sunday, Dec. 
1. The week's tally of 24 ambu- 
lance responses included eight 
local, inter-city and medcvac trans- 
fern in and out of Mills Memorial 
Hospital, and 11 medical emerg- 
encies uch as shortness of breath 
and seizures. Terrace BCAS 
paramedics also transported two 
people to hospital due to trauma 
caused by two separate incidents 
such as aoc/dents, violence or 
substance abuse. In addition, there 
were three motor vehicle accidents 
that resulted in injury to four 
people. 
BCAS medical tip .-- A f3~cture 
can only be diagnosed by a doctor 
and x-rays. If you are attending an 
accident victim whom you suspect 
may be suffering a bone fracture, 
avoid all unnecessary movement to 
reduce the possibility of further 
aggravating the injury. Instead, 
phone the B.C. Ambulance Service 
emergency number, 638-1102, and 
while you wa/t for the ambulance 
to arrive, keep the victim warm 
and reassured to help prevent 
shock. Any bleeding should be 
controlled with direct pressure 
using a clean cloth, or if necessary, 
your hand. 
r 
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Regional district givesrecycling' socie.ty hearing 
The Regional District of Kiti- 
mat.Stikine has invited the 
Skeena Valley Recycling Society 
to their December board meet- 
ing. It has been brought to the 
board's attention that the society 
is in need of money, and direc- 
tor Les Watmough says he 
would like to discuss the 
society's operational strategies 
and sales and marketing plans. 
The regional district has a 
number of other solid waste 
issu~ to deal with, primarily the 
availability and timing of prov- 
incial funding for solid waste 
management, the future of cur- 
rent sanitary landfill operations, 
and the planning of an overall 
recycling strategy. 
For those reasons, the regional 
board members have joined their 
counterparts in the Cariboo 
Regional District in asking the 
government for a meeting with 
appropriate ministries to discuss 
provincial funding for solid 
waste management planning. The 
province has placed the respon- 
sibility for developing solid 
waste management and recycling 
strategies on regional districts, 
but according to Cariboo 
Regional District chairman 
Wayne Reeves, provincial fund- 
ing is inadequate. 
"It is becoming apparent hat 
the Solid Waste Management 
Planning function imposed upon 
all regional districts has been 
inadequately funded," writes 
Reeves. And Kitimat-Stiklne 
director Ray Brady agrees. "This 
is going to be very costly for 
regional districts and municipal. 
Recyc l ing  - -  
cOntinued from page 1 i _ - - -  
change will take place as soon 
• as Victoria approves the bylaw 
• ~ amendment. He suggests hat the 
iLbeSt way for interested members 
of the public to keep up to date 
onsociety activities is to attend 
their monthly meetings on the 
second Monday of each month. 
At  these meetings, he says, 
people can become more aware 
o f  theworking s of the society, 
ities in the future," says Brady, 
who also suggests that half a day 
should be set aside at the 1992 
North Central Municipal Associ- 
ation convention to discuss 
waste management issues. 
"Costs escalate quickly at 
refuse sites," says Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district adminis- 
trator Bob Marcellin. And in the 
future, he warns, "The costs are 
going to be very high." A fact, 
Marcellin says, that many muni- 
cipalities and regional districts 
are learning the hard way. 
"People who jump too quick- 
lY," says Marcellin, "soon find 
out that needed financial assist- 
ance is not necessarily avail- 
able... Some regional districts 
are saying the costs are far more 
than they were led to believe." 
An example of one solution 
might be found in New Hazelton 
says Marcellin. The regional 
district has allowed the fledgling 
New Hazelton RecyclingSociety 
to set up their operation at the 
New Hazelton landfill site, and 
that approach might offer the 
best in economic efficiency and 
recycling customer convenience. 
I t  doesn't, however, address the 
problem of distant or non-exist- 
ent  markets for reclaimed 
material and the high price of 
transportation. 
Even without the additional 
burden of finding recycling 
solutions, !andfill operations 
themselves are becoming a prob- 
lem. According to Brady, they 
are all under-funded and that's 
something that is going to have 
to be addressed in the regional 
district's 1992 budget. 
"We're going to have to come 
up with something through the 
ministry to pay off deficits and 
put this function on an annual 
paying basis," says Brady. 
Marcellin says there are no 
user fees at regional district- 
operated landfill sites, and sug- 
gests that perhaps there should 
be charges. But-he adds that 
there might be other solutions. 
For example, long hours and 
seven-day-a~week operations 
might be reduced as a cost-cut-, 
ring measure. Also, combining 
the Thomhill. and. Terrace 
landfill sites might be more 
• efficient. As far as funding is 
concerned, says Marcellin, tip- 
ping fees for commercial cus- 
.tomers and increased taxation 
might provide some of the 
needed revenue. 
At its monthly meeting this 
Saturday the board will consider 
a resolution from the Columbia- 
Shuswap Regional District re- 
garding the cost of recycling. 
That board is Urging the govern- 
ment o make manufacturers bear 
some of the cost of recycling 
their products. 
Their correspondence states, 
"Consumers would not only be 
educated in  the morals and 
ideals of waste reduction, but, 
because of the economic impli- 
cations attached to difficult-to- 
dispose-of products and packag- I 
ing, would become the driving 
force in the elimination of costly 
overpackaging and environ- 
mentally questionable products 
in the market place." 
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DAYS OF CHRISTMAS 
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5:00 pm- 7:00 pm 
"Face Fainting" 
Movie: Frosty the 
Snowman 
S:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
"Pictures with Santa" 
Movie: Simpsons 
Christmas Special 
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
"All You Can Eat" 
99¢ Hotcakes 
Movie: A Garfield 
Christmas 
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm 
Christmas Crafts 
Movie: How the 
Grinch Stole 
Christmas 





12 noon - I:00 pm 
Christmas Parade, 
Free Cookies 





9 10 11. 
5:00 pm- 7:00 pm S:00 pm- 7:00 pm 5:00 pm- 9:00 pm 
"Face Painting" ~Plctures with Santa" "All You Can Eat" 
Movie: Frosty the Movie: Slmpsons 99¢ Hotcakes 
Snowman Christmas Special Movie: AGarfield 
Chistmas 
12 13 14 
5:00 pro- 7:00 pm 5:00 pro- 7:00 pm Free Cookies 
Christmas Crafts Terrace Movie: The Rescuers 
Movie: How the Community Band Down Under 
Grlnch Stole Movie: Charlle 
Christmas Brown Christmas 
and if they decide they want to 
get involved, they can buy a IS  16  17  18  19  
.membership. The next meeting Free Cookies 5:00pm.7:00pm S:00pm.7:00pm 5:00pm-9:00pm 
is Dec. 9 [ Movie: Fantasia "Face Painting" "Pictures with Santa" ,All You Can Eat" 
With this change in the works, [ Movie: Frosty the Movie: Simpsons 99¢ Hotcakes 
the 'c ity will pay $7,000, one- Snowman • Christmas Special Movie: AGarfield 
half the rent Owed to Progressive . Chlstmas 
Ventures for 1991, and $21,600 
for i992. The 1992 lease is 122 23 24 
based on $4.50 per square foot I :~,pe/g:year for the 4,800-square. , Free Cookies S:00 pm- 7:00 pm Movie: Simpsons . . . . . . .  , ,, ; • ,, . . . . .  
i ]~00t.space urrently being used [ Movie: Fantasia "Face Painting" ChrlstmasSpeciai , ' . i , , , ,  
,..,,o,,ciety. I Movlei Frosty the . . . . . . . .  " " " " " ~' ' "'~ '~ '~" 
~by.. The~cltythe will send a letter to Snowman ' ' ' ' ~'"" ~'' ~:" : ::" ~i:' :"~ " ,  
j ~ 
Progressive Ventures confirming . . " 
a ~$21,600 grant in aid to the 
society, and will then issue an 
$1,800 cheque directly to Pr~o, 
gressive Ventures each mohfh. ~
in tu rn ,  the society'.~il!.;be 
expected to submit ix~od(hly 
financial statements o ~eclty, 
~ attend quarterly mee~n~ with 
c i ty  council, and make a place at 
their board table for a council 
liaison person. The society will 
also be expected to cover the 
cost of things •like •utilities and 
snow removal. . . . .  
% I J * 
2O 
S:00 pm - 5:50 pm 5:00 pm- 7:00 pm 
"Caledonia Terrace 
School Choir" Community Band 
Movie: How the Movie: Charlie 
Gflnch Stole Brown Christmas 
ChriStmas 
... * , 
' '  YOUR NORTH POLE HEADQUARTERS 
51 
Free Cookies 
Movie: The Rescuers 
Down Under 
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